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ABSTRACT

„                 The one-dimensional initial value problem describing a hot, dense,

thermonuclear reacting plasma which is magnetically insulated and
A.,                                              9

contained between cold metal walls has been studied by means of compu-

tational simulation.  The resulting time evolution of the plasma

temperature, number density and magnetic field profiles includes the

effects of thermal conduction ahd radiation energy losses from the

plasma, convection, and a detailed treatment of alpha particle heating,

as well as ohmic heating and magnetic field diffdsion.

The results are used to evaluate the net energy gains possible

in a shock-heated,  magnetically insulated, wall-confined fusion cycle.

The energy multiplication is calculated for simple limiting cases and

then in greater detail using onesdimensional time-dependent physics.

The effects on the energy gain of various two-dimensional loss mechanisms,

such as particle drifts and boundary layer instabilities, are estimated

using modified forms of the general one-dimensional model.  Energy

multiplications of betWeen 10 and 20 are calculated for a cylinder whose

mean radius is less than one meter.  Energy breakeven is found for

L = 20 cm, E.  = 1.9 MJ, at a power input 6f 8.8 TW.1n
./
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

This is a study of the physical behavior of hot, dense, thermonuclear

.           reacting plasma which is magnetically insulated and confined by metal

walls. The thesis consists of two ,major parts:  (i) a computational,
-

initial value problem, study of deuterium-tritium fusion reacting plasma

which is brought into sudden contact with a cold metal wall; (2) an

evaluation of the net energy that a shock-heated, magnetically insulated,

wall-confined fusion cycle can produce.  The computational study of the

time evolution of the plasma temperature, number density and magnetic

field profiles is described in chapter 2, and includes the effects of

thermal conduction and radiation losses, plasma cOnvection, alpha

particle and Ohmic heating, and magnetic field diffusion.  The plasma

profiles thus calculated are then used in chapter 3 to estimate the

potential energy gains in a shock-heated wall· confined fusion cycle for

various initial conditions, and the results are discussed in chapter 4.

Wall confinement of thermonuclear plasmas has not been emphasized

in the past primarily because raw (no  magnetic insulation) plasma

would be rapidly cooled through conduction losses by contact with the

wall, and by charge exchange and radiation losses, so that the thermo-.

nuclear reaction would be rapidly quenched.  The energy dehsity of the

1 .-

-             plasma is much too small to cause serious damage to a solid wall for a

modest number of exposures.  Wall confinement of plasmas is employed

in various fusion concepts such as imploding liners, gas blankets, the

(02 laser heated solenoid and the wall-confined magnetically insulated

fusion system described here.  Budker [1-1] has described the U.S.S.R.

program developing a linear cylindrical plasma confjguration, heated by
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an electron beam and confined by a cylindrical wall, with the radial

heat conduction losses decreased by a transverse magnetic field and

the logitudinal plasma loss retarded by a multimirror system.  Braams
.[1-2] in the Netherlands and Lehnert [1-31 in Sweden are studying gas

blankets insulating hot plasma from walls.  In the United States,                      |-

Sherwood [1-4] has considered very high density plasmas confined by a

magnetically imploded solid liner and Gross [1-5,1-61 is studying the

cbncept of shock-heated wall-confined maghetically insulated fusion,

which appears·to have an advantage over more standard confinement

concepts in that it lies between the small size but high power density

requirements of inertial confinement and the low power density but

large size extreme of magnetically confined systems.

The shock-heated wall-confined cycle has undergone a significant

simplification since it was first proposed in 1972, and is shown

schematically in its current form in figure 1.  Two coaxial concentric

metal cylinders with dielectric end walls form a cavity of height h = L,

inner radius ri = flL and outer radius rd = f2L, which is filled with

a 50-50 mixture of deuterium-tritium gas.  A current is applied which

flows down the cylinder axis and returns along the outer cylinder wall;

this current creates an azimuthal magnetid field in the cavity chamber.

As a voltage is rapidly applied across the radial cylinder gap the gas       R
-

breaks down, and the resulting radial current sheet forms a magnetic

piston, which drives a strong transverse magnetohydrodynamic  shock

wave ahead of it as it propagates down the length of the cavity, as

shown in figure 2a.  (This technique has been used to generate and study

very strong shock waves [1-7, 1-8, 1-9, 1-10 and  1-11].)  The shock

wave reflects from the opposite end wall as shown in figure 2b, and
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Figure 1 (chapter, 1) Schematic of a shock-heated wall-confined fusion

reactor
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further heats and compresses the plasma and.imbedded magnetic field,

until it reaches the vacuum interface between the magnetic piston and

the plasma.  At that instant, shown in figure 2c, the plasma consists of

all the gas which has been swept up, heated by both the initial and

reflected shocks, and compressed into about 10% of the cavity volume,

while the rest of the coaxial chamber is filled with vacuum magnetic

field.

Early conceptual designs [1-6] suggested using a magnetic dam or

trap at one end of the system to contain the hot compressed plasma.

This, however, required a large expenditure of energy, complicated and

uncertain trapping physics, and large circulating power.  In the more

recent, simpler version of this cycle, plasma is allowed to re-expand

and fill the entire cavity as the shock wave reflects from the magnetic

piston-plasma vacuum interface as a magnetohydrodynamic expansion wave

propagating back through the hot plasma.  Waves continue to propagate

through the plasma as the gas sloshes back and forth in .the cavity.

The gas comes to rest, filling the entire chamber with a hot plasma

containing a uniform azimuthal magnetic field, as shown in figure 2d.

The system is crowbarred by short-circuiting the flat dielectric end

walls at the time the reflected shock first reaches the magnetic
C./

piston-plasma interface, so that all the magnetic flux, including the

-          driver piston magnetic field, is trapped within the coaxial chamber.

At the conclusion of the plasma sloshing, some of this trapped magnetic

field has been converted by Ohmic dissipation into plasma thermal energy,

and the rest has significantly increased the imbedded insulating

magnetic field.  Thus as the initially compressed plasma re-expands, it

is actually. heated further with the final thermodynamic state being at
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a higher temperature.than that which existed before the re-expansion.

The time for this shoshing to decay is assumed to be several Alfven

transit times over the axial length of the chamber.

The quiescent plasma is in contact with and confined by the walls,             -

and thermally insulated by both the azimuthal magnetic field (which is                  

everywhere parallel to the confining walls) and by a magnetic and ther-

mal boundary layer which develops over the entire surface area where

the plasma is in contact with the walls.  The interaction between a

warm gas and a wall is a classical problem which has been extensively

studied.  The heat loss from the gas to the wall was first analyzed by

Fourier [1-12] who employed a simple constant conduction model.  The

effects of convection were included later and then the physics of a

compressible fluid were added [1-13].  Cold plasma boundary layers

have been studied recently for magnetohydrodynamic power generation

research [1-14].  Chu's basic study of the behavior of a hot plasma

brought into contact with a cold wall [1-15] displayed the formation of

a cold dense layer and a corresponding increase in the magnetic field

at the wall, where it was assumed that the thermal conduction of both

electrons and ions was in the strong magnetic field limit and where

radiative effects were not included.  Vekshtein [1-16] recognized that

the increased density at the wall could .lead to weak field thermal
-

conduction and important radiation losses.  Jensen [1-17] extended this

work to include line radiation and neutral particles coupled to the

plasma by rate equations, and showed the absence of electrical currents

in the cold layer immediately adjacent to the wall. Lindemuth [1-18]

extended these one-dimensional Cartesian models to study the effects  of

field line curvature, and demonstrated the formatiob,of convective cells
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characteristic of a wall-induced boundary layer instability in a

two-dimensional cylindrical geometry, which enhances thermal conduction

losses from the plasma.

The plasma near the wall cools rapidly by radiation losses and

thermal conduction losses, although this energy loss rate is substan-

tially reduced from that of a hot, unmagnetized, dense plasma brought

into contact with a metal wall by employing ·within the plasma a strong

magnetic field (which can be considerably less than that required to

magnetically confine the plasma) which is everywhere parallel to the

confining wall.  The reduced kinetic pressure near the wall drives                 »

magnetosonic waves which propagate outward from this thermal boundary

layer region, and the resulting convective motion of the plasma,

toward the wall, transverse to the magnetic field,induces an electric    ·

field, which then generates corresponding currents in the plasma.

These currents, while causing local ohmic heating, in turn generate ·a

magnetic field which stiffens the plasma and impedes the motion toward ,

the wall;  the magnetic field thus not only drastically reduces the heat

transfer rate to the wall by decreasing the plasma thermal conductivity,

but also helps the plasma resist collapsing against the wall.

If the plasma has been heated to above the fusion .ignition tempera-
..·

ture, the interior volume of the plasma burns and its temperature

*           increases through alpha particle heating.  Energetic alpha particles

created by thermonuclear reactions deposit their kinetic energy in the

electron and ion fluids mainly through Coulomb interactions while

orbiting around the azimuthal magnetic field lines, except when a

gyro orbit carries an alpha particle into the chamber wall, where its

remaining,energy is lost and either a cold alpha is left or other cold
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impurity atoms are sputtered into the plasma boundary layer.  Alpha

partidle heating has not been included in past plasma-wall interaction

studies.  The general time dependence of the alpha particle heating

rate of both 'electrons and ions has however been modelled previously

for other physical situations.  Chu [1-19] assumed local and instan-
-

taneous alpha particle energy deposition, with the alphas becoming part

of the ion Maxwellian and the fraction of energy deposited to electrons

and ions given by a numerical approximation of an exact kinetic theory

result [1-20].  Corin [1-21] examined alpha particle slowing down pro-

perties in thermonuclear plasmas using the Fokker-Planck equations, while

Sigmar and Joyce [1-22] used the Balescu-Lenard kinetic equation and

Rose [1-23] a high-energy approximation in which the alpha particle

velocity is taken to always be much larger than the plasma thermal

velocities. Kammash [1-24] studied plasma heating by energetic heavy

charged particles using binary collision theory, where collective effects

are incorporated only through the use of Debye screening in the Coulomb

cross section. Willenburg [1-25] modeled the distribution among

momentum components for various energy ranges as a function of single-

particle Hamiltonian and canonical momenta (which amounts to specifica-

tion of the particle's trajectory) in a parallel radially-dependent

magnetic field in which orbital motion varied.widely because the Larmor
.J

radius was comparable to the plasma dimension, so the excursion distance

of the alpha particles out of the plasma had to be taken into account.

The process of heating the plasma interior while cooling its edges

continues for a time which depends on both the rate of energy loss and

the size of the system.  For a certain size and initial state (fill

density and fill magnetic field) the fusion energy generated in the hot
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central region is greater than the electromagnetic input energy

(in both the magnetic piston and the initial fill magnetic field).  This

fusion energy is transferred through the chamber walls as neutrons or

heat.  The energy deposited in the. surrounding thermal blanket is

converted to electrical power using a conventional thermal cycle.
4 Previous analyses [1-26, 1-27], done for reactor designs which

included a magnetic dam, calculated potential burn fractions and

energy gains using simple algebraic arguments based on classical charac-

teristic times. For plasmas shock-heated to high (T 2 50 keV) tempera-

tures, significant burn fractions were found, often greater than 50%.

Various basic characteristic times (derived in appendix I) for the

simplifed reactor concept illustrated in figure 1 are shown in figure 3,

for an intermediate-sized system with a characteristic length L = 50 cm,

22  3.and for typical values of number density (n   10  /m ) and magnetic

field (B # 100 kGauss). Alpha particle energy deposition·to electrons

and ions is the fastest process at all temperatures of interest,

followed by electron-ion equilibration which is not rapid enough to

maintain a single plasma temperature unless most of the alpha particle

energy is lost in wall collisions rather than deposited in the plasma.

The plasma then cools by.bremsstrahlung radiation, before significant
.

thermonuclear burn occurs at lower (T 0 10 keV) temperatures or after

*                                    substantial    thermonuclear   burn   occurs at higher   (T      100 keV) tempera -

tures.  The classical conduction cooling time, based on ion transverse

conductivity, is great enough.that thermal cdnduction is not a

dominant loss mechanism;  the conduction cooling time is the only

characteristic time depending on. the tavity size, and conduction beconies

j comparable to radiation  only for small   (L  . 20  cm),   low  te,Ill,erature
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(T F 10 keV) systems.  The burn fraction attainable can be estimated

from the characteristic cooling time and reaction time.  The deuterium

or tritium number density is given by

'.

dn
D,T - nD'T

dt          TR

where rR is the characteristic DT reaction time.  If the plasma is

assumed to react for one characteristic bremsstrahlung cooling time Tb'

the final number densities are given by

Tb
nD'T(t='rb) = nD,T(0)exp(- 7R)

and the burn fraction is then

na        nD,T(0)-nD,T              Tf=
nD'T(0) nD'T(0)    =1- exp(- 7 -)

This burn fraction is independent of number density and magnetic field,

and ranges from 8% at 3 keV, through 57% at 30 keV, to 83% at 100 keV;

it rises rapidly until u 30 keV and then levels off as it approaches

* its limiting value of 1.  The thermonuclear energy proportionately

rises sharply until T u 30 keV, and then slows (while the energy input
t'

required to reach the re4uired temperature increases smoothly over the

entire range).

A more accurate estimate of the attainable burn fraction and

energy gain can be made by studying a one-dimensional model of the

plasma-wall interaction, as is done in this thesis.  The bremsstrahlung

cooling rate and therrnonuclear reaction rate are calculated 1,1 ,rc
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precisely from time dependent differential equations, and additional,

potentially important, effects such as thermal conduction losses, alpha

particle heating (described in appendix II), convection and magnetic

diffusion are taken into account. Because the characteristic shock

heating time (   microseconds) is shott compared to the various plasma

times shown in figure 3, and since the rd-expansion is assumed to occur

over only a few Alfven transit times  (also 0 microseconds),  this one-

dimensional plasma burn model is applied only to the re-expanded,

initially quiescent plasma, and the shock-heating and re-expansion

phases are treated as a simple conservation-law algebraic problem which,

when solved (in appendix IIi),yields the energy input required to

shock-heat to a given post-expansion plasma temperature and magnetic

field.

Such a one-dimensional model by definition does not include several

physical effects which may be impOrtant and which are inherently two-

dimensional in nature. Charged particles in an azimuthal rad.ia.lly-

dependent magnetic field such as would be found in the cylindrical

geometry of ·figure 1 experience grad B ahd curvature drjfts [1-28]

which are of particular importance to the behavior of the high energy
-.

alpha particles created throughout the plasma by thermonuclear reactions.

These alpha particles drift to the outer wall in times comparable to,

but usually shorter than, their characteristic energy deposition time;

thus proper modelling of alpha particle heating requires a full two-

dimensional analysis in cylindrical geometry.  While no such study has

been done, the problem of a two-dimensional, initial value, time-

dependent model of a hot, dense, meignetized but "unreacting" plasma

brought into sudden contact with a cold wall has been treated recently
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[1-18], and the results show a magnetohydrodynamic wall-induced

instability (believed similar to the Z-pinch negative radial pressure

gradient instability) which enhances thermal conduction losses from the

pldsma, by a factor of two in the first twenty microseconds in the

particular case studied.  This instability repetitively grows and

stabilizes due to convective stabilization competing with wall thermal

losses maintaining unstable profiles, and the conduction enhancement

would thus not be expected to increase drastically over much longer

times.  Such two-dimensional loss mechanisms can be approximated in a

simple one-dimensional study, but their actual effect remains unknown

until a full two-dimensional problem is considered.

:... N.

:

.«

.
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Chapter. 2:  Physics of a Magnetically Insulated, Thermonuclear Reacting

Plasma Contained Between Cold Walls

The one-dimensional problem of a bounded, magnetized, thermo-

nuclear burning plasma contained between two cold walls is studied in

this chapter.  The magnetohydrodynamic model used includes thermal

conduction,.resistive diffusion, radiation and alpha particle heating.

In the first section, appropriate  physics asssumptions are presented

and their range of validity·is discussed.  The magnetohydrodynamic

conservation laws and the laws of reaction kinetics are then used to

formulate the problem mathematically as a set of partial differential

equations, and the appropriate initial and boundary conditions are

discussed.  The computational scheme used in solving these equations

is described in the third section.  Finally, the numerical results of

the time evolution of the density, temperature and magnetic field

profiles are presented in the fourth section.

A.  Assumptions and Discussion

-

The physical model used is determined by the relationship of the

various characteristic lengths and times found in the problem.  These                 «

are summarized in appendix I, where they are arranged in approximate

length and time orderings.  In this study, a one-fluid, two-temperature,

optically thin plasma is assumed.  The only thermonuclear reaction taken

into account is the D(T,n)a  channel, and the energy carried by the

reacting products is only partially absorbed by the plasma itself
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(with all the neutron  and part of the alpha particle energy escaping).

Classical values of plasma transport coefficients and rate constants

are assumed.  The plasma has a uniform time-dependent total pressure

(kinetic and magnetic). The. wall is assumed to be electricallycon-

ducting, and at a constant small wall temperature.

The magnetohydrodynamic model, in which the plasma is treated as

a conducting fluid,.is valid in the regime where the particle mean

free path is much smaller than the characteristic distance over which

the plasma quantities change appreciably [2-1].  In the presence of a

strong magnetic field, this condition is modified and the region of
·3

validity of the magnetohydrodynamic approximation is that where the ion             . .
4

gyroradius is much smaller than the particle mean free path.[2-2],

igi  << 1 (2.1)
C                                            •

The ion gyroradius should also be smaller than the dimensions of the

plasma, and the ion gyroperiod smaller than the time scales studied,

for the continuum approach to be valid [2-3,2-4].

While the assumption of quasizneutrality (ne=Zni) is violated

            in a very thin sheath near the wall, whose width is on the order of the

Debye length, this thickness is much less than the ion gyroradius (which

-             is itself much smaller than the other characteristic lengths in the

problem), and thus charge neutrality holds whenever [2-5]

AD      1<< (2.2)
rgi

1 he  Debye   length,  medn   free  pa th,  And   lul  gyrorad i us  dre  given  by
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equations (AI.14), (AI.15) and (AI.16), respectively.  A comparison of

these characteristic lengths for various values of plasma temperature  

(for a magnetic field of 100 kGauss, and electron and ion number densi-

21  3  .ties of 6.44 10 /m ) is given in the following table:

T(keV)
AD(m)

r ·(m)
£c-(m)g 1

1                 2.9 10-6 8.2 10-4 2.4

3                .5.1 10-6 1.4 10- 2.0 1013

-v               -3                210                 9.3 10 2.6 10 2.0 10

30                1.6 10-5 4.5 10-3 1.6 103

100 2.9 10-5 8.2 10 , 1.7 10
-3                4

-4The ratio in equation (2.1) ranges from #10  at low temperature to

# 10-6 at high temperature. The ratio in equation (2.2) is # 10-3, and

is constant for a fixed number density and magnetic field.

The electrons and ions attain Maxwellian velocity distributions

and have clearly defined temperatures if their respective self-collision

times zce and.rci are smaller than the characteristic thermonuclear

reaction time TR'

Ice         «     _tci         « 1 (2.3)
.

TR     TR

Their temperature difference must be taken into account if the electron-

ion equilibration time is comparable to the reaction rate,

Tei <
1 (2.4)

TR
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The ion and electron, self-collision times  and the electron-ion

equilibration time are given by equations (AI.1), (AI·.2) and (AI.3),

respectively.  A comparison of these characteristic times, and of the

reaction time given by equation (AI.9), for various values of plasma

temperature is given in the following table:

T(kpV) T (SCC) r .(sec) T .(secl      TR(sec)ce Cl ei ,

1           1.0 10-7 7.1 10-6 2.5 10 4.4 10-4            4

3           4.9 10- 3.3 10- 1.2 10 1.6 107                    5                      -3                    2

10           2.7 10-6 1.8 10 6.4 10-3 2.6
-4

30 1.3 10-5 8.8 10-4 3.1 10-2 0.45

100 7.2 10-5 4.9 10-3 1.7 10-1 0.39

The ratios in equation (2.3) are always less than # 10-2, but. at

high temperatures the ratio in equation (2.4) ranges from 0.07 to 0.5.

The difference in ion and electron temperatures must also be

taken into account when the alpha particle slowing down time is

comparable to the electron-ion equilibration time,

.'r

Ta-      e     'rth_ 0 1 (2.5)
Tei Tei

The alpha particle slowing down time Ta (the classical alpha-electron

equilibration time) and the alpha particle thermalization time Tth

(the time required for the.alpha particle to thermalize to the ion

fluid background in the presence of both electrons and ions) are

given in equations (AI.6) and (AI.7).  A comparison of these charac-
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teristic times with the electron-ion equilibration time and the

reaction time is given in the following table for different values of

plasma temperatures:

T(keV) Ta(sec)      rth(sec) T·.(seci TR(sec)ei   .,

1           1.0 10-4 4.7 10 2.5 10-4 4.4 104
-4

3           4.8 10-4 1.7 10-3 1.2 10-3 1.6 102

10 2.6 10 6.3 10 6.4 10-3 2.6
-3          -3

30           1.2 10 1.7 10-2 3.1 10-2 0.45
-2

100 6.8 10-2 3.4 10-2 1.7 10-1 0.39

The ratio in equation (2.5) varies from   2 at low temperatures to

# 0.2 at high temperatures, and thus alpha particle heating could

maintain unequal electron and ion temperatures.

The radiation emitted by a plasma will be able to escape

from the plasma if its characteristic absorption length is larger than
-

the plasma dimension,

An-L >> 1 (2.6)g                                                                                                                                           ..

The frequency-dependent photon mean free path corresponding to the

sharply peaked maximum in the power emitted due to ion-electron

bremsstrahlung is given by equation (AI.17), and varies from # 1015m
at low temperatures to '6 1022m at high temperatures (for a number

22  3.density of #10 /m ).

Similarly, the neutrons (which can be thermalized only by
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nuclear force interactions with the plasma ions) will be able to

escape from the plasma if their absorption mean free path is much

greater than the plasma dimension,

2
n  >> 1 (2.7)£

The neutron mean fre path is given by equation (AI.18), and is on

22  3the order ot 106m for an ion number density of 10 /m .

The ratios in equations (2.6) and (2.7) are therefore easily

satisfied for plasma dimensions of 0.1 m to lm, for various plasma

temperatures and for number densities  '6 1022/m3.

The alpha particles can be cobtained in the magnetized plasma

when the alpha particle gyroradius is smaller than the plasma dimensioh,

ra <1 (2.8)

The gyroradius is given by equation (AI.19), and for a typical

magnetic field strength of 100 kGauss the ratio in equation (2.8)

ranges from 4 0.3 to   0.05 as the plasma dimensioh varies from 0.2

to 1 meter.  Thus the alpha particle energy is only partially absorbed

and the alpha particle confinement must be modelled.

-                   While there are seven possible nuclear reaction channels in a

D-T plasma [2-6], only the four reactions D(T,n)He4, D(D,p)T, D(D,n)He3

and He3(D,p)He4 are generally considered in thermonuclear problems.  The

reaction probabilities for these four reactions are shown in figure 1.

The value of <av> is several times greater for the D-T reaction than

for the D-D and He3-D reactions, for the ion temperatures of interest.
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Figure 1 (chapter 2) Reaction probabilities for several thetmonuclear
reactions in a deuterium-tritium plasma
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The D-T reaction is also favored from concentration arguments, sihce

the He3-D reaction is lower in the chain and the two D-D branches

involve two deuterons.  Thus only the D-T reaction is assumed to

occur.

The plasma is a nonequilibrium system, evinced by the temperature

difference between the electrons and ions and the radiation optical

thinness of the plasma at each point, and by the temperature, density,

velocity and magndtic field gradients between different points.  The

plasma tries to attain equilibrium by establishing fluxes of energy,

momentum and mass, and through diffusion of the magnetic field,

between regions with different  temperatures, densities, velocities and

magnetic fields, and by radiating continuously and transferring energy

between the electrons and ions.  The values of the rate constants and

transport properties governing these processes are assumed to have

their classical values;  no instabilities or turbulence are assumed.

The buildup of the temperature and magnetic field gradients·

near the wall drive magnetosonic waves into the hot plasma interior.

The magnetoacoustic speed is given by

rkT·+  82C-
(2.9)m mi Jiop

and is a characteristic velocity of the problem.  For a magnetic field

of 100 kGauss, the magnetosonic speed varies from 2 106 m/sec to

3 106 m/sec for plasma temperatures between 1 and 100 keV.  The time

for the magnetoacoustic waves to cross the system is on the order of

10   sec, much shorter than any other characteristic time, except the
-7

electrori self-collision time. The total plasma pressure (kinetic and
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magnetic) can therefore be assumed uniform in the plasma, although                   i

varying with time.

The wall is assumed to be at a constant temperature, which is

valid if.the wall thermal conductivity.is very large (so that the

wall can conduct the heat at a rate comparable to the rate at which

the plasma transfers heat to the wall).  A large thermal conductivity

implies a large electrical conductivity [2-7], which in turn implies

small ohmic losses in the wall. If the wall is assumed to be a

metal such as.copper, the total energy it can gain before melting is

approximately

e = pcv(TM-To) = f- (TM-To) tu 3.5 10  -·,9J
I.

m

(The material data used for copper are a thermal conductivity
watts -4 m2K = 394 m°c  ' a thermal diffusivity k = 1..14 10  - and a

sec

meltihg temperature TM = 1346 OK [2-8] with a room temperature  To =

300°K ) A simple thermal conduction model for a plasma boundary layer

gives as the total energy loss from the plasma [2-9]

3/4 3/2 1/2 1/2J            -24 [T(°K)] Fni(cm-3)1   (EnA)   t                        -q(2)=6.310
' cm B(Gauss)

% 1.6 102 rt

for a plasma temperature of 10 keV, magnetic field of 100 kGauss and

number density of 6.44 1021/m3.  The energy loss above equals the energy

gain a 1 cm thick copper wall can tolerate·before bulk melting at t 0

500 sec, and conversely the mean wall temperature rise for t   1 sec is
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% 46 'K.  The wall temperature, even.when it rises, is always much

smaller than the plasma temperatures, and the plasma effectively sees

a constant small wall temperature.

B.  Equations and Boundary Conditions

In this section, the assumptions made iii the last section are

used together with the conservation and reaction kinetics laws to

formulate a set of differential equations that govern the plasma behavior,

and the appropriate initial and boundary conditions discussed.

Continuity of number density for each particle species (s = D,T,

n, a, and e) gives

ans 4.3
at   '  ax  ( nsu)    . Ss (2.10.)

where SS is the species source function, givi·ng the net rate of increase· 

of the individual specie number densities.  For the D-T reaction these

source functions are

Sa =' Sn = - SD = - ST = nDnT  <ov>

S=0 (2.11)e

Since the plasma is assumed to remain electrically neutral at

all times, the ion and electron components undergo the same dynamic

motion, characterized by the single-fluid bulk velocity u.  The plasma

equation of motion in conservation form is
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L  (pu)   +     L    (p   22.+  p  +  82.-  )   =   -   p
at         ax               2 yo        n                   (2.12)

where the mass density p is given by                                                  4

p = mDnD + mTnT + mana + mene (2.13)

and the pressure p is the sum of the partial pressure

P = PD + PT +Pa + Pe (2.14)

There  is no contribution  to the plasma density  from the neutrons,

since they are assumed to escape from the plasma immediately, carrying

an amount of momentum Pn with them.  (Conversely, even when the alpha

particles are not confined and lose all their energy in wall collisions,

all the alpha particles are assumed to remain  as part of the plasma.)

When combined with the number density expressions given by equations

(2.10) and (2.11), the plasma equation of motion becomes

2
3u        3u 3 B

-Pn =  p  TE    +  Pu  ex   +  ax   ·(P +  2-#0 1  +  u (-m[InDSD-mTnTST+manaSa)
.

(2.15)
-

If the change in momentum of an individual species s is defined as

P = mn S u
S     S S S

and if the approximation mn '6 mD % mT # m   is used, the plasma equation.a

of motion takes on the standard form
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,a u           a u)  =-  i_ (p +8 2)PC- + U
(2.16)at      ax       ex     2#0

2The Lorentz force is represented by the 8- term; with the current
2110

eliminated in favor of the magnetic field using

f  =j B  = ( - 1:_.  .1 B-=- L  (  Bz2)
X y z (2.17)l,O 2* 4

ex   2UO

When the magnetoacoustic speed given by equation (2.9), which is

the characteristic velocity of the system of equations given in  this

section, is large enough that it can be considered infinite, equation

(2.16) can be replaced by the pressure balance equation

P   +   0-     =.   pwa 11     ( t) (2.18)

The plasma is, of course, in pressure balance to start with, but as

the ions react they change the plasma density and energy, and as the

magnetic field diffuses it will alter the field distribution, resulting

in forces that drive the plasma into motion.  This motion will be small

in comparison with other processes and can adequately  be followed by

maintaining a static pressure balance.  Maxwell's equations of electro-

dynamics give Faraday's law in conservation form as

38   3
at   +  -   (u B)   -  1-    L   /-      .2.B    1   = 0 (2.19)3x                    110     3x   ("     3x   '

where n is the classical electrical resistivity transverse to the mag-

netic field, given by [2-10]                                          4
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3/2  1/2  2 2
n L           32 Tr me   Ze c inA

Til=*YEB (F)
2(2kT)3/2

19  £nA1.269 10- (2.20)33/2

where [n] =· sec, [T] = keV and En A  is the Coulomb logarithm, defined

in appendix I.

The electrons and ions,having two different temperatures, satisfy

separate energy equations, given in conservation form by

 t (  ni,ekTi,e) +  x (  ni,ekTi,eu) = - Pi:e  + Q (2.21)
i,e

(The ion fluid is assumed to consist of deuterons,tritonsand thermalized

alpha particles, all with an average mass of 2.5 amu, as discussed in

appendix II.)  This equation can be combined with the electron number

density equation·to give

3T      3T
  nek C    e +u    e ) = -p- au +Q e (2.22)

3t      3X         e 3x

where Qe is the power input to the electrons per unit volume, due to

various processes such as thermal conduction, electron-ion equilibration,

radiation, Joule heating and alpha particle heating.  The thermal                  -

conduction term is given by·

3T
Q          =  .3--    C K     --e ) (2.23)c,e   3x   e 3x

where.   is the classical transverse thermal conductivity, given by
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 <

[2-10]

8(wmi,ek)1/2n%  Z2  e2c2£nA
K      =                                                       (2.23)

1,e l,e
i i,e 382T.  1/21,e

The electron thermal conductivity in equation (2.23) is thus given by

-23  ne£nA
K  = 7.30 10

82T 7T
(2.25)e

(In this section, unless noted otherwise, the units used are [n] = m-3,

[T] = keV, and [B] = kGauss.)  The electron-ion equilibration term is

given by

T·-T
3 le              -

Qx,e =  2 nek Tei
(2.26)

where the classical electron-ion equilibration time r . is given by
e 1

equation (AI.3).

Because of the presence of low plasma temperatures near the wall

due to conduction losses, and because of the buildup of alpha particles

near the wall due to collisions, the radiation term includes three

major processes -- bremsstrahlung, line or excitation radiation and

recombination.  While bremsstrahlung dominates throughout much of the

problem, line radiation becomes of significance when T j 25 eV, while

recombination is important for T £ 100 eV.  The specific radiation

power emitted by the electrons is given by [2-11]

Prad = ne [1.6 x 10-27 ( I Z2nz) Tel/2     _*
Z
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+ 6 10-22 ( I Z4nz) Te-1/2 + 8 10-17 ( I Z6nz) Te-3/21 (2.27)
Z                                 Z

where Te is the electron temperature in 'K, ne and nz are the electron

and ion-of-atomic-number-Z number density in cm-3, and Prad is the

radiated power per cc of plasma in erg/sec.  The three terms are

bremsstrahlung, recombination, and 1 lne radiation, in that order.  For

a plasma with equal numbers of deuterons and tritons, this expression

becomes, in the usual units,

Qrad = ne [6.69.10-21 (nD + 2na) Te
1/2

22 -1/2 -3/2
+ 2.2 10-   (nD + 8na) Te + 2.54 10-24(nD + 32na) Te    ]

(2.28)

The Joule heating term is given by

2   n  , 38 .2
QJ  =  n j    =  jig  l  ax ) (2.29)

and the alpha particle heating term Qae is given by equation (AII.19).

(The spacial and time-dependent modelling of the alpha particle energy

deposition is described in detail in appendix II.)  Combining equations

(2.22) through (2.29) gives as the electron temperature equation
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23 nek(- e+u ·aTe)=-p  .au+ L.(K  'aTe) +  n_k Ti-Te3x     e ax  ax e ax      e 'rei
n    , 38 .2 1/2 -1/2

+ .2-2-(-r)  + Qae - Cffne ( I Z2nz) Te   - Cfbne( I Z 'n) Te
0

- Cbbne ( I Z6nz) Te-3/2 (2.30)

where Cff' Cfb and Cbb are numerical coefficients for bremsstrahlung,

recombination and line radiation given by equation (2.27).

When the ion energy equation given by equation (2.21) is combined

with the number density expressions given by equation (2.10); it becomes

aTi     aTi

 flik (at+u-1+2 kT· (-S-S +S)=-Piax+Qi (2.31)
3U

3x  '   2   1    D  T  a

where Qi is the power input to the ions per unit volume due to thermal

conduction, electron-ion equilibration9 alpha particle heating and neu-

tron loss.  If each heavy particle is assumed to carry an energy'of
3                                                            

 -

2 kTi ' so that the change in specific energy of any individual species

is

3

Qs = -2 kTi Ss

and so that the thermal energy carried away by neutrons 'escaping the

system is Qn = -  kTi Sn' the source function terms cancel.

The thermal conduction term is given by

h  .   'Jil
C)   . .  .-  (1'· .·  .     )                                             ' (/...17)

C,1 ,) V. I JX



where the classical ion transverse thermal conductivity is given by

equation (2.24) as

n.£nA

Ki = 4.986 10-21  821 T.1/2
(2.33)

1

The electron-ion equilibration term is given by

3       T -T.
Q   = -nk e  1xi  2 i  Tei (2.34)

which by energy conservation is -Q   of equation (2.26), and the alphaxe

heating term Qai is given by equation (AII.19).  The ion·temperature

equation is therefore

3T·
23nik(ati-+ u ·1 1) = .p. au+ L(K· 3Ti ) +3    Te-Ti

3x       1 3x a x             1      Tr                  2'1 i k              T      .    +    Q a i

e1

(2.35)

where the ion pressure is given by

fi   =    (nD+nT+na)    kTi

Equations (2.10), (2.16) or (2.18), (2.19), (2.30) and (2.35)

form a set of differential equations for the plasma number densities,

velocity, pressure, magnetic field and temperatures, which can be used

to study the behavior of an initially uniform, fully ionized plasma

contained between two cold walls.  The coordinate system is shown in

figure 2; the problem is symmetric about x=£= - (the walls are assumed.'

located at x=0 and x=L).  The plasma is considered infinite in both the
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y and z directions.  Initially the plasma is uniform and stationary,

so that

Ti(x,0) = Te(x,0) = To .

(2.36)

2nD(x,O) = 2nT(x,o) = ne(x,o) = n (2.37)
0

na(x,0) = nn(x,0) =
0 (2.38)

B(x,0) = BO (2.39)

U(X,0)   = 0 (2.40)

The plasma at the wall is assumed to have a constant temperature,

giving

Ti(O,t) = Te(O,t) = Tw (2.41)

and, since the particle flux through the wall is zero,

U(O,t) = 0 (2.42)

At the symmetry plane the boundary conditions are

3 T: DT-
-

' (£,t) = -5 (£,t) = 0 (2.43)3x 3x

3 n          3n            3n
-e (£,t) =   D,T (£,t) =   a·(t,t) = .O (2.44)3 x,                 3x                   3x
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3B
ax(£,t)    = 0 (2.45)

U(£,t)  = 0 (2.46)

C.  Numerical Method of Solution

The equations derived in the previous section are rewritten for

convenience in Lagrangian form and the difference equations used to

solve the system numerically are described, together with the zoning

and boundary conditions appropriate for a plasma-wall interface.

The motion of the plasma is followed by using a Lagrangian

reference frame in which the position x of a given plasma element is

expressed in terms of its original position xo and time t. Instead

of xo it is convenient to introduce the transformed Lagrangian variable

6 defined by

X
E = 1   f p(x:,t) dx' (2.47)

V 0

so that the Eulerian position x of a given fluid element is given by

x=x(E,t) (po is the reference density).  The relative volume V is

defined by

6x  Ipo
V=«=r (2.48)

and the Eulerian derivatives are given by
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2)   +L    .uL)at  x    at )6 - Var  t=_d  _ M. 1 )dt   V 36  t

3)6131 (2.49)ax-  t    V TE 't

The Lagrangian number density n (E,t) of a plasma component species

(such that p, E  I msns) is the density defined in terms of the original
S

configuration and remains the same in time except for addition and

depletion of particles resulting from reactions described by the species

source functions given in equation (2.11).  The actual number densities

are given by

ne(E,t)
ns(E,t) =

"
(2.50)

V(&,t)

The dependent. variables are the number densities (ne' nD=nT and

n =n_), the magnetic field (B), the electron and ion temperatures (Tea il

and Ti), and the relative volume (V). The number density equations

become

dns    =     S        -ns.   fly.
dt    s   V dt (2.51)

a u   #      1     d v
using the  relationship -  - -  Using this expression the magnetic3x 0  V dt '
field equation becomes

dB = B   dV           1      L     / 1  381                                                                          (2.5 2)dE-     -  V dt  -   yov  34      v  96/

The electron and ion temperature equations (2.30) and (2.35) respectively
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transform to

fl.re  =   -   2.  Ie   dY    +      2        .2_  ( r. e
3Te Ti-Te

dt 3 V  dt     3nev BE  V    ar )     Tei

, 2· .  n      38 2 1/2

7 3ii      2v2 (ar )  +Qae -    Cff  (  I z2nz)  Teey            z0

-  32 Cbf ( I z#nz)  Te-1/2 -  32 Cbb  (  I Z6nz) Te-3/2 (2.53)
Z                             Z

ddtTi=.-    i.  :11-  ti      ,    Itiv  i.i.   ( 2-      tii)    +    T:e:i   + 'tai (2.54)

The system of differential equations (2.51) through (2.54) is

replaced by a set of finite difference equations which are used to

advance the plasma variables in time, with the time step number given

by the variable superscript.  The finite intervals, or zones, into

which the spatial region of interest is divided, and which determine

the points in space at which the dependent variables are defined, are

shown in figure 3 [2-12].  The region"of interest is divided into

J = 20 cells, or zones, and all dependent variables are defined at

J+2 points.  The cell-centered values such that 1 5 j s J are

interpreted physically as being "average" values, so that, for example,

the total mass in the problem is equal to the sum.of the products of

the density and cell volumes.  The value of the dependent variables

at j= .0 and j= J+1 (corresponding to the walls located at x=0 and
x = L) are interpreted as boundary values;  they are considered to be

located one.half cell away from the values at j=1 and j=J, respec-

tively, and they are not included in the determination of integral

quantities such as mass or thermal energy.  In the difference equations
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described below, integer subscripts refer to cell-centered values

with 1 5 j S J, while half-integer subscripts refer to average

interface values given by

1

gj+S  =  1- (gj+1  + gj) 1 < j 5 J

The boundary conditions at j=0 will be discussed later in this

section, and are analogous to those at j = J+1.

In a given time increment At, the volume of.each cell is changed

by a factor y required to restore pressure balance;  the plasma

conditions are then altered by the ion reaction, the diffusion of

magnetic field and the transfer of heat all performed with the cell                   t

volumes held fixed.  At the end of this step each cell has new

values of number density, temperature and magnetic field, denoted by

asterisks, namely nt  . T*  and B* (not adjusted for pressure balance).
1,e 1,e

The volume of each cell is again changed by a factor y at the beginning

of the next time step, and the whole procedure is repeat.ed to continue

advancing in time.

The factor y is given by 0-13]

n kT8 + nikTi + Pa n B* n n+1
2

(                                                     (2.55)1. Vy5/3  j    2#oy2)  = pj    wall

and can be solved for at each cell by Newton-Raphson iteration.  The

new cell boundaries are given by advancing across the spatial cell

grid using
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X E O
0

(2.56)

X.J = Xj-1 + YjvjAE

where X  corresponds to the wall at X=6=0, and Xj is the right

boundary of cell j and the left boundary of cell j + 1, as shown in

figure 3.  The position of the outermost meshpoint XJ will of course

deviate from its correct position X =4=L a t the other wall.  The

wall pressure is then slightly adjusted (increased if XJ > L and

decreased if XJ < L ),  and the entire procedure iterated.  A few

Newton-Raphson iterations calculating Pwall are enough to fix the

two boundary points to better than 10-7m [2-14]. ·The resulting cell

compression y then gives the pressure balance adjusted plasma quantities

as [2-13]

n+1      n
V.   = Y.V. (2.57)J   JJ

-n+1    BinBj = yj (2.58)

- n+1 (T. *)n
(T. ). =   1,e

1,e J       y .2/3 J                                   (2.59)

- n+1
(n.  )..  = (1-5 )9 (2.60)1,e J 1,e J

The tilde ( - ) indicates quantities that have been adjusted for

pressure balance.

Next, the effects of the electron and ion thermal conduction and
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mechanical work terms, and the effect of the electron Ohmic heating

term, are accumulated implicitly by solving the difference equation

-A.(T: ) B (T:  )    - C.(T: (2.61)
n+1

 
n+1

)9+1 = DJ  l,e j+1 J l,e J  l,e J-1    j

where the prime ( ') refers to the pressure-balanced electron and ion

temperatures modified by conduction, pV mechanical work and Joule

heating. The coefficients ih equation (2.61) are given by

A. =
40                 At          (K.i,e)j+1/2

J   3(fi. )n+1 v n+11,e j
(Ej+1-Ej-1)(Ej+1-Ej)  Vj+1  j+1/2

40 at (Ki,e)j-1/2
C.

J = 3(n·  1n+1   (Ej+1-Ej-1)(Ej-Ej-1)  Vn+1 V n+1
1,e'j j    j-1/2

(2.62)2   Vjn+1-Vin
B. =1+A. +C· + -
J           J      J 3

vn+1
j

. n+1 2(1-0)
V.n+1-V.n n+1

Dj = (f. ),  [1 -a:-c•-1,e J JJ 3 J V.n J ] +aj(Ti,e)j+1

3

+C.(i         ).
n+1

where J  i,e J-1

4(1-e) At (Ki,e)j+1/2
a. n+1                             n
J = 3(n-i,e)j    (Ej+1-Ej-1)(Ej+1-4-j)  Vjnv.

J+1/2

4(1-e) At (Ki,e)j-1/2

f l,e/  J  j-1/2
cj = 3(8.  )n+1  (rj+1-cj-1)(Ej-gj-1)  V.nv.n

The electron temperature equation is modified by the inclusion of the

Joule heating term to give

.
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,
1    nj        1     , Bj+1-Bj )2 + ( Bj-Bj-1  2)

Dj = Dj + 3.  102(v n)2  (n )n I Cej Ej+1-rj Ej-Ej-1

(In the above equations, Vjn refers to the relative cell volume before

adjustment for pressure balance, while
Vj

refers to the cell volume
n+1

changed by the factor y to re-establish pressure balance;  thus equation

(2.57) gives V n+1-Vjn = (y-1)Vjn = (1-;)Vj   .) Since the plasma at
1   n+1

the wall sees a constant, very small temperature which can be set

equal to zero, the boundary conditions on equation (2.55) are

(T. ) = (T. ) =0 (2.63)1,e 0 1,e J+1

and the system can be solved by the fast,tridiagonal method [2-15].

The DT reaction, the electron-ion equilibration terms and the

electron radiation loss terms are next computed explicitly using an

IMSL routine [2-16] which solves ordinary differential equation systems

using Runga-Kutta formulas of fifth and sixth order [2-17, 2-18].  The

reaction probability shown in figure 1 is fitted with a sixth order

polynomial  in  En Ti  to give

-27 5.73
<cv>  = 7 10

Ti exp [-0.410653 (in Ti)2

-0.18008 (ln Ti)3 +.0.040016 (gn Ti)4

-0.00446127 (gn Ti)5 + 2.822 10-4 (gn Ti)61   (2.64)

where [T] = keV and [<ap]] = m3/sec. This approximate reaction proba-

bility is compared to the actual values in figure 4.
1.

The alpha heating terms in the electron and ion temperature equations
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are then evaluated explicitly, as described in appendix II, to give

(Ti,e)j+1 = (T7''e)j+1 + 3(n28t)9+1 Qa ,e (ni''e , Ti,e) (2.65)

1,e J

where the double prime (") refers to the number densities and tempera-

tures given by the Runga-Kutta solver after reactions, equilibration

and radiation have been accounted for, and, as before, the asterisk (*)

refers to the final temperature values for this time step, to be

adjusted for pressure balance at the beginning of the next time step.

Since the number densities are affected only by the reaction kinetics

and cell compression

(n:  ):+1 = (n„ 19+1 (2.66)1,e J 1,e'J

Finally, the magnetic field equation (2.52) gives a finite differ-

ence scheme analogous to that for the electron and ion temperatures in

equation (2.61),

n+1 n+1
+ Aj(B*)j+1 + Bj(B*)j   + Cj(B*)j-1 = Dj . (2.67)

where the coefficients are given by

..

eat nj+1/2
Aj=  (E.  -E   )(E·  -E·)   Vn+1 Vn+1

J+1  j-1   J+1 J j    j+1/2

eat nj-1/2

Cj =  (Ej+1-Ej-1)(Ej-Ej-1)   vn+1 vn+1
j    j-1/2
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vn+1-Vn
3     3B. =1-A· -C. +0 (2.68)

J.           J                     V +1
n+1   n

Dj = (B)9+1  [1+aj+cj-(1-e) Vj.  - Vj  ]- a.(B):+1 -c=(B)n+1
Vj        J   J+1

J j-1

and where

(1-0) At nj+1/2
aj

=

E ) V: Vn(Ej+1-Ej-1 (Ej+1- j    J  J+1/2

(1-e) At nj-1/2
Cj =

(Ej+1-rj-1)(Ej-Ej-1)  V  Vnj-1/2

(The factor e is set equal to 1/2 in both equation (2.61) and (2.67),

to give the Crank-Nicholson scheme.)  The wall is assumed to have a

very low electrical resistivity, giving

Bo = Bl = BJ = BJ+1 (2.69)

Physically, this condition corresponds to [2-12, 2-19] the pressure

jump across the plasma-wall interface exactly equalinb and canceling the

jump in magnetic field.  There is then no j x B force at the wall to

cause the plasma to separate from the wall, or to drive into it;  there

is no E·j Joule heating at the plasma-wall interface.

Because of the boundary condition (2.69), the tridiagonal system
l

given by equation (2.67) connot be solved by the same fast method as

the conduction equations used.  This tridiagonal system of simultaneous

I linear algebraic equations is solved by an IMSL routine [2-16] which

solves simultaneous algebraic equations using Brown's methods [2-20,
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2-21].

The numerical scheme described above has been programmed on a

CDC 7600 computer, whose speed allows the use of small time steps

(rather than more elaborate fully implicit numerical methods) to

insure stability and accuracy.  Time steps were usually taken to be

10-3Tb' so that several thousand steps were used per run.  In a few

cases, where the explicit treatment of the electron-ion equilibration

led to numerical instabilities,the timestep was cut to 10-4zb and
stable solutions resulted.  For test cases run with two time step

values of 10-3Tb and 10-4rb' final results agreed to better than three

percent.

D.     Resul ts

The results of the analysis described above are given in this

section in the form of plasma temperature, number density and magnetic

field profiles.  The plasma motion which maintains the static pressure
. *

balance and the induced current is  described.  The change in total

pressure of the plasma is presented, and the effects of alpha particle

heating are analyzed.

As a hot plasma is brought into contact with the cold wall, a

thermal boundary layer develops, and the plasma near the wall cools.

If thermonumclear reactions are occuring and high energy alpha particles

are produced and contained, the plasma can be heated  by the energy

 

deposition of these reaction products.  All regions of the plasma

radiate energy at varying rates, cooling the electrons and, through

electron-ion equilibration, the ions.  The temperature profiles at
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different times are shown in figure 5 for a typical plasma undergoing

all these processes.  (The characteristic time used in this section

is Lhe bremsstrahlung Cooling time TB
given by equation (AI.8),

since, unlike the conduction cooling time, it is size-independent.)

For short times (t # 0.1 rB) the temperature profiles are quali-

tatively similar to those obtainable froma simple conduction model .   The

ions having a greater transverse thermal conductivity than the electron

gas, because of their larger gyro-radius, lose energy more quickly

to the wall than the electrons, and thus near the wall the. ion tempera-

ture is less than the electron temperature.  However, through equilibra-

tion, the ions cool the electrons and therefore the electron temperature

near the wall is only slightly greater than the ion temperature.  Near

the plasma center radiation and alpha particle heating are competing

and, at later times  (t 0 TB), the results are evident. The ions  re

heated by alpha particle energy deposition (for background temperatures

i 30 keV most.alpha energy is deposited in the ions) and cooled by

thermal conduction losses.  The electrons are heated by electron-ion

equilibration and cooled by radiation losses.  The resulting. temperature

profiles are smooth, with the center heated by alpha particle energy

deposition and the edge cooled by ion thermal conduction, for several

radiation cooling times, after which the temperature profiles decay  '

smoothly due to conduction and radiation.

The plasma in figure 5 is just marginally an "ignition" plasma,

with some alpha heating contributing to the plasma temperature.  The

alpha particle number density profiles are shown in figure 6, where the

effect of wall collisions is.clearly evident.  There is a growing pile

up of "cold" thermal alpha particles (whose kinetic energy has been
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density, gives an indication of the magnitude of the alpha particle

wall collision effect.

The relative cell volumes which give explicitly the effects of the

plasma pressure-driven convection are'shown in figure 8.  Initially.                      

(t # 0.1 TB) there is a very sharp compression near the wall with a

corresponding expansion of the central plasma.  At later times.(t k rB)

the compression is almost uniformly distributed across the plasma,

with the central region expanding and the edge being compressed, and at

still later times (t 2 10  B), as the plasma cools completely, the

compression and expansion relaxes ..and the plasma again approaches a

uniform  state.

The convective motion, described above, of the plasma motion

transverse to the magnetic field creates an electric field and corres-

ponding electric currents, which in turn generate a magnetic field.

The magnetic field profiles are shown in figure 9, and are qualita-

tively similar to those obtainable from a frozen flux model.  Again,

at very short times (t # 0.1 TB) the magnetic flux is increased sharply

near the wall because of convection and "approximately" frozen flux.

Magnetic diffusion tends to decrease the magnetic field gradient at

later times (t 4 TB), but alpha particle heating drives the central

plasma to expand and thus tends to increase the magnetic field gradient.

The result  is the establishment of a.magnetic "well" at the center of

the plasma,with smoothly increasing fields toward the walls, which

incidentally improves both the alpha particle confinement and the

thermal insulation.

The electric currents associated with these magnetic field profiles

are shown in figure 10. At early times (t 0 0.1 TB) there is a strong
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current flowing near the wall, while at later times (t 4  TB) the electric

current decreases as the magnetic field gradient smooths.

The bulk motion of the plasma is shown in the velocity profiles in

figure  11.  At short times (t # 0.1  B) the plasma flows toward the walls

(negative velocities) as the center is heated and the edges cool, while

at later times (t t  TB) the plasma is almost quiescent.  As the plasma

finally.coals down (t % 10 rB)' it begins to flow back towards the center

(positive  velocities) re-establishing almost uniform magnetic fields and

-1temperatures. This convective motion (u £ 10  m/sec) is very much slower

than the magnetoacoustic speed  (cm 4 106 m/sec).

The pressure.balance maintained by the plasma motion described above

is shown in figure 12, as a function of time.  This system  pressure is

equivalent to the pressure the walls are supporting.  In the plasma

described above  (with  L, =  50 cm) , the alpha heating just balances  the

radiation and conduction losses to maintain an almost constant system

pressure for an extended period of time (t < 7-8 rB) before the losses

dominate and the total pressure decays.  The system pressures are also

shown for two other cases studied, where the plasma initial configuration

is unchanged and only the distance separating the two walls is varied.

When the walls are close enough that all the alpha particles collide with

the wall before heating the plasma (L = 20 cm # ra (3.5 MeV)) themax

total pressure simply decays as the conduction and radiation losses

dominate.  Conversely when the walls are far enough apart (L = 1 m) that

less than 40% of the alpha particle orbits can intersect the walls, the

alpha particle heating can dramatically increase the system pressure by

almost an Order of magnitude before the inevitable decay begins to domi-

nate.  For very short times (on the order of a few alpha slowing down or
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thermalization times), the pressure rise is gradual;  after the alpha

particles have time to slow down in the background plasma the pressure

increases sharply as the ion and electron temperatures rise.

These temperatures are shown in figure 13, for a plasma whose

initial conditions are identical to those of the plasma described in

figures 5 through 11, and whose distance between the walls is L=l m

rather than L = 50 cm as before.  At short times .(t 1 0.1 rB) the

temperature profiles are very similar to those in figure 5.   The ion

temperature is slightly lower than the electron temperature near the

wall due to the greater ion thermal conductivity.  At later times (t +

TB )  the ion temperature near the wall remains lower than the electron

temperatures, while, in the central plasma, the alpha particles deposit

most of their energy to the electrons (since the background temperature

is now 2 30 keV) with the ion temperature rising also due mainly to

electron-ion equilibration but also to some alpha heating.  At still

later times (t # 5 TB) the radiation terms cool the electron fluid

sufficiently to cause the ion temperature in the central region to

overtake the electron temperature, and ion conduction and electron

radiation then continue to cool the plasma.  The temperature profiles,

when compared with those of figure 5, show a wide thermal boundary

layer with sharp temperature gradients insulating a central hot core

with almost uniform temperature, rather than the very smboth.temperature

gradients seen before.  The central plateau region corresponds to those

parts of the plasma where the alpha particles are perfectly contained.

The associated alpha particle number densities are hhown in figure

14.  The increased compression of the plasma near the wall and the

corresponding expansion of the hot central region cause the alpha
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particle number density near the wall, increased by the pile-up due to

wall collisions, to rise by an additiohal fattor of 2.  Most of the

profile shows the plateau followed by a concave downward region indicative

of total alpha orbit containment.  Less than 40% of the plasma is

affected by alpha particle wall-collisions, while in the alpha particle

number density profiles shown in figure 6 almost 80% of the plasma is

affected by wall collisions.

For comparison, the temperature and alpha particle number density

profiles corresponding to the third (L   20 cm) plasma system pressure

shown in figure 12 are given in figures 15 and 16.  The plasma again

has identical initial conditions to those described above, but the

distance between the walls is now L = 20 ch.  Since the gyroradius

of a 3.5 MeV alpha particle in a 58.8 kGauss magnetic field is 'u 9.2 cm,
all of the plasma is affected by the occurr6hce of alpha particle-wall

.

collisions, and thus very little of the alpha particle energy present

is deposited in the ion or electron fluid.   The ion temperature near '
the wall is again always less than the electron temperature due to the

greater ion thermal conduction losses, while in the central region

the electron temperature is always lesh than the ion temperature due

to the radiation loss terms.  The alpha particle number density profiles

.

as expected show a tremendous pile-up of alpha particles next to the

wall, and an almost uniformly depleted profile throughout the rest of

the plasma.

The results given in this section show the importance of accurate

modelling of alpha particle energy deposition in problems of wall-con-

fined thermonuclear plasmas. The plasma temperature evol ution  is  very

dependent on the spatial containment of the alpha particle orbits, and
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also dependent (although less so) on the time-behavior of the energy

deposition.  The accuracy and importance of the alpha particle model is

discussed in appendix II.  The accuracy of the rest of the program can be,

and has been, tested by comparing results with the earlier work done on

-
plasma boundary layers by M.S. Chu [2-22] and B. Jensen [2-23] as well

as the current  work  being done  by I, Lindemuth   [2-24,- 2-25].

By suppressing thermonuclear reactions and setting the ion mass

to that of hydrogen, the results given by Jensen for a fully ioni2ed

boundary layer can be recovered, with the results agreeing to better

than 10%.  Setting the wall pressure constant and radiation terms to

zero as well allows comparison with M.S. Chu's semi-infinite plasma

boundary layer results, again to better than 10%.  Suppressing only

thermonuclear reactions by setting <av> = 0 allows comparison with

Lindemuth's ANIMAL code [2-26], an Eulerian code which does not assume

pressure balance but solves the full velocity equation. The results

agree to within 20%, with the greatest difference occurring near the

wall and being partly attributable to the difference in the number of

cells used.

Q
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Chapter 3:  Energy Gains in a Shock-heated Wall-confined Fusion Reactor

The results of the one-dimensional plasma-wall problem studied

in the previous chapter can be used to analyze the shock-heated wall-

confined fusion cycle described in the introduction.  In this chapter,

the energy multiplication is first calculated for the simple limiting

cases of "total burn" (where all the fuel is consumed) and radiation-

cooled burn (where both alpha particle heating and thermal conduction

losses are neglected).  The energy gain is then calculated for the

general one-dimensional problem, in which alpha particle and Ohmic

heating, radiation and conduction cooling, magnetic diffusion and

convection-maintained pressure balance are present.  Since the insulating

magnetic field Will cause the alpha particles to drift to the walls

very 4uickly in cylindrical  geometry (due to grad B and curvature

drifts), and since two-dimensional boundary layer instabilities may

greatly increase thermal conduction losses, the energy multiplication

is also calculated for modified versions of the one-dimensional problem,

in which alpha particle heating is suppressed and the thermal conduc-

tivity enhanced.                                                               ,

A.  Definition of Energy Gain and Calculation of Maximum Possible

Energy Gain

One measure of the. energy multiplication of a fusion cycle is the

ratio of its energy output, in the form of both radiation and kinetic
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energy of the reaction products, to the energy input required to

establish both the initial plasma temperature and initial magnetic

field configuration.  If the fusion energy output is defined as the

number of fusion events.occurring (which for the DT reaction is

equivalent to the number of either alpha particles or neutrons produced)

multiplied by the kinetic energy of the fusion reaction products

(3.5 MeV for the alpha particles and 14.1 MeV for the neutrons resulting

from a DT reaction), the energy gain is given by

Erad + Ef        Ef
Q=    E. =1+E. (3.1)

in          in.

where it is assumed that all the input energy can be recovered in the

form of radiation as the plasma cools, even in the absence of any fusion,

events, and that all the charged particle kinetic energy as well as that             t

of the neutrons is perfectly recoverable.  The actual energy radiated

out is greater than the input energy due to alpha particle heating of

the plasma, but the kinetic energy of the alpha particles themselves

is correspondingly reduced, so that equation (3.i) is still valid.  No

energy is assumed permanently lost to, or "stored in", the wall due

to either thermal heating by the plasma or by particle collisiohs such

as those occurring when a gyro-orbit intersects the wall.

The maximum possible energy multiplication for any fusion cycle

corresponds of course to the total consumption of the fuel, and is given

by

Ef = 17.6 (MeV) na V
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where V is the total volume of'the plasma.  The specific energy  output

is then given by

ef - 2.82 10-12.nl (3.2)

since the number 6f alpha particles present after all the DT fuel is

consumed is equal to the number of either deuterons or tritons initially

present, which equals the number of molecules in the preionized gas.

(Unless otherwise noted, the units used are [E] = J, [e] = J/m3,
[n] = m-3 and [T] = keV.)

The conservation equations for the shock-heating and re-expansion

phases are solved ih appendix III to calculate specific power inputs.

The energy per unit volume required to shock-heat a plasma to a desired

temperature T6' calculated from strong shock limits for a linear geometry,

is givdn'by equation (AIIi.22) as                                                    »

7 Pl(mtorr)  T'

ef = 10   Tl(°K)      6

-15 -r

= 1.03 10    n1'6

and, with the constant corrected to fit the calculated exact results

for linear geometry given by equation (AIII.19), this expression becomes

ef =  9.17·  10-16  nl T6 (3.3)

Thus the maximum possible energy multiplication as given by equation
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(3.1) is

12
2.82 10-   nl

Q=1+
9.17 10-16 nlT6

= 1 + 3071 ,·(3.4)

T6

As would be expected, the maximum energy gain decreases 
with increasing

initial temperature, since the total energy output is f
ixed while more

and more energy input is re4uired to heat to higher in
itial temperature.

B.  Optimization of Energy Gain in the Presence of Radi
ation Cooling

At low initial temperatures the plasma will cool off lo
ng before

any significant burn occurs.  The primary loss mechanis
m, because it

is size-independent, is radiation cooling.  Small system
s  will see

no alpha particle heating throughout most of the plasma
, because the

gyro orbits of the high energy alphas will not be conta
ined but will

intersect the walls.  Large systems will not see thermal
 conduction

losses throughout much of the plasma, since thermal boun
dary layers

will insulate large regions of the central plasma.  How
ever, radiation

is emitted by all parts of the plasma, regardless of sys
tem size.

A simple model of a one-temperature, radiation-cooled D
T plasma-

is given by

ana     anD     anT
at    =  -  TE  =  -   a-t--    =  r.'DrIT  <c V>
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3,
7 Cni + rle)  aT  = - 4.46 10-21 ne(n') + 2n ) Tb (3.5)a

ni=nD+nT + na

These equations are a limiting case of the more general one-dimensional

problem of chapter 2, in which the alpha heating, thermal conduction and

electron-ion equilibration terms have all been set to zero.  The bound-

bound and free-bound radiation terms are also neglected since they do'

not become significant until the temperature drops far below 1 keV, where

fusion events have essentially stopped Occurring. This system of equations

can be solved on a desktop calculator, and the resulting energy gains

can be compared to those given by computer calculations in which the

alpha heating and thermal conduction terms were set to zero.  A comparison

of these results, together with the associated alpha particle number

densities and burn fractions, for various values of the initial tempera-

ture T6' are given in the following table:

T6(keV) na(m-3) f(%) Qcomp Qcalc

2.1644 . 1.64 10 .005 1.073 1.112                     -
17

3.4304 1.89 1018 .059 1.527 1.524

5.4368 1.58 1019 0.49 3.80 3.78

8.6168 9.46 10 2.94 11.45 11.16
19

13.657 3.67 1020 11.4 26.64 25.70

21.644 8.93 1020 27.8 40.5 38.6

34.304 1.48 1021 46.2 42.4 40.0

2154.368 1.93 10 60.6 35.3 33.8

2186.168 2.26 10 70.1 26.0 23.6
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The less than 10% discrepancy in the energy multiplication is attributable

to the electron-ion equilibration term;  when it is incl.uded, the ion

temperature falls somewhat slower so the net burn is.slightly higher.

(The time step on both computer and calculator was 10-3 TB' and the

calculation was halted when the temperature dropped below 1 keV.)

The maximum possible energy gain, given by equation (3.4), and

the radiation-controlled energy gain given in the above table are shown

in figure 1.  The "radiation-only" energy multiplication peaks at an

initial temperature of about 30 keV, as expected from the characteristic              .

time curves, since at this temperature the bremsstrahlung cooling time               ;

given by equation (AI.8) and the DT reaction time given by equation

(AI.9) are approximately equal.

The energy gain has been studied here as a function of the initial

plasma temperature and, in the next section, as a function of the size

of the reaction chamber.  Other parameters are the magnetic field, which

in appendix III is determined as a function primarily of the plasma

temperature and number density (and of the initial fill magnetic field).

The specific power and energy inputs are shown in appendix III to be

proportional to the initial number density, and the maximum energy output

given by equation (3.2) is also directly proportional to the number-

density, so that the maximum possible energy multiplication is essentially

independent of number density.  Since the major characteristic times

given in appendix I (electron-ion equilibration, alpha slowing down,

conduction and bremsstrahlung cooling, and ·DT reaction times) are all

inversely proportional to the number .density, the gains in alpha heating
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and DT reaction rates due to increasing number densities are balanced by

enhanced radiation and conduction losses, with no great net discernable

effect.  This can be confirmed by studying the energy gain of the simple

radiation-governed plasma for different initial number densities, given

in the following table:

T6(keV) Q (no= Q (no= Q (no=

3.22 1020/m3) 3.22 10  /m 1 6.44 10  /m )
21 3. 21  3,

5.4368 3.78 3.78 3.78

13.657 25.89 25.89 25.89

34.304 40.25 40.25 40.25

86.168 24.73 24.73 24.73

Thus any possible optimization of the energy multiplication due to

varying the initial number density would be a second-order effect c6mpared

to the optimization possible by varying the initial temperature or chamber

size.  However, the magnetic field is shown in appendix III to be propor-

tional to the square root of the number density, and increasing the mag-

netic field both improves the alpha particle confinement and decreases

the thermal conduction losses, so some improvement in energy gain is

possible by increasing the initial fill number density.

C. Energy Gains from the General One-dimensional Model

The cases studied thus far are unaffected by the presence or

absence of a wall, and hence unaffected by the reaction chamber size.

/
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The wall is considered here to act in only two ways -- as a constant

low-temperature heat sink governing thermal conduction losses, and as

an obstacle to the alpha particle gyration and therefore an alpha

particle energy loss mechanism, while its effect as a source of impuri-

ties and the presence of a boundary layer such as that studied by

Jensen are neglected.  The calculation of energy multiplication factors

for the general one-dimensional problem of chapter 2, with thermal

losses and alpha particle heating included, allow a study of the

parametric effect   of the system   size, but first the linear tem perature

and number density profiles calculated must be related to the cylindrical

cycle geometry described in chapter 1 (and shown there in figure 1).

With the dimension x identified as the distance from the wall, the

differential volume associated with any vatiable g(x) is shown in

figure 2.  The energy output

E  - 2.82 10-12 f / 2wr ha(r,z) drdzf

is then, for the spatial cell structure described in chapter 2, given by

.   10
Ef = 2.82 10-12  I  2*n  {(L-Xj)[(f2L-Xj-1)2-(f2L-Xj)2+(flL+Xj)2

j=1                                                    1
'

-(flL+Xj-1)21+(Xj-Xj-1)[(f2L-Xj)2-(flL+Xj)21} (3.6)

The energy gains for different values of L (with fl=1 and f2=2), calcu-

lated.from the energy input given by equation (AIII.18) and the fusion

energy output found by substituting the number density profiles computed
.
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in chapter 2 into equation (3.6), are shown in figure 3.  The equivalent

burn fractions are shown in the following table, where they are compared

to those of the simple radiation-cooled case described above:

T6(keV) f(L=20cm) f(L=50cm) f(L=lm)             f

with alpha heating, radiation and conduction radiation only

2.1644 0.0006% 0.002% 0.003% 0.005%
'

3.4304 0.008 0.03 0.05 0.06

5.4368 0.09 5.2 64.8 0.49

8.6168 0.78 36.6 79.4 2.9

13.657 5.1 56.5 81.1 11.4                        '

21.644 27.1 74.2 82.4 27.8

34.304 49.1 77.2 83.3 46.2

54.368 62.7 80.2 83.6 60.6

86.168 72.0 81.9 83.8 70.1

At low temperatures where no significant alpha heating occurs,

because very few alpha particles are produced, all the results (both

energy multiplication and burn fraction) are lower than those of the

radiation-governed case of equations (3.5), as expected due to the

additional thermal conduction losses.  As the system size increases and

a smaller fraction of the alpha particle orbits intersect the walls,

ignition occurs for lower initial temperatures.  If the characteristic

length is small (L=20cm), the alpha heating merely balances the thermal

conduction losses, while for bigger systems the alpha particle energy

deposition clearly dominates over the various loss mechanisms.  For
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"post-ignition" initial temperatutes the burn fraction and net energy

output tend to approach limiting values, slightly lower than those

for total· fuel consumption. The energy multiplication is monotonically

increasing to a limiting value as system size is increased for a con-

stant initial temperature, but shows a definite peak as the initial

temperature is varied for a fixed characteristic length.  As the system

size is increased, the peak energy gain occurs at progressively lower

temperatures, attesting to the effects of ignition.

D.  Energy Gains in the Absence of Alpha Particle Heating and the

Presence of Enhanced Thermal Conduction

The one-dimensional problem studied so far (with pressure balance

maintained by convection during radiation and conduction cooling, Ohmic

and alpha particle heating, and magnetic diffusion) overestimates the

energy gains possible because it does not take into account several

important loss mechanisms which are inherently two-dimensional in

nature -- the alpha particle drift in the curved B field of cylindrical

coordinates, which substantially increases the rate of wall collisions,

and the possiblity of boundary layer instabilities which greatly enhance

thermal conduction losses by convecting central hot plasma to the wall in

cells.  While a full study of these loss mechanisms involves a two-

dimensional time-dependent problem in cylindrical geometry, their effects

can be estimated by simple modifications of the one-dimensional problem.

The effect of the alpha particle drift can be estimated based on

the characteristic drift and slowing down times given by equations (AI.12)
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and  (AI.·6). The energy  lost  by an alpha particle  to the plasma, before

it drifts into and collides with the wall, is approximately

TD
AEa(keV)  =  Ea( keV)   [l-exp  (-  7-)]

a

= 3520 [l-exp(-1.136 10-26 22Bn£nA

T)/2 )]

and is shown for varying characteristic lengths and background plasma

temperatures in the following table:

T6(keV) AEa(L=20cm)   8Ea(L=50cm) AEa(L=lm) 8Ea(L=lOm)

2.1644 0.56 3.49 27.84 1153.38

3.4304 0.37 2.30 9.17 808.49

5.4368 0.24 1.51 6.04 555.84

8.6168 0.16 0.99 3.95 374.05

13.657 0.10' 0.65 2.58 248.99

21.644 0.07 0.42 1.69 164.67

34.304 0.04 0.28 1.10 108.44

- 54.368 0.03 0.18 0.72 71.04

86.168 0.02 0.12 0.47 47.39

For the system sizes studied here  (L<lm), the potential energy loss  is

always less than 0.8% of the total alpha particle energy and is in

practice negligible, since only those alpha particles born in the center

of the system will lose even that amount of energy.  For larger dimen-

sions (LalOW), the alpha particle energy loss can be as high as 33%, and

thus remains a significant factor.  The effect of the alpha particle
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drift can therefore be included in the general one-dimensional problem,

for the characteristic lengths considered here, by simply setting the

alpha heating terms to zero.

To examine the effects of enhanced thermal conduction losses due

to two-dimensional wall-induced instabilities (discussed in chapter 1)

the problem is also studied with the electron and ion thermal conductivi-

ties enhanced by factors of 10, 100 and 1000, while the alpha heating

terms are still set to zero.  The results of these alpha drift-enhanced

conduction studies are shown in figure 4, 5 and 6 for three different

characteristic lengths  <20,  50 and  100 cm, respectively),  and the earlier
results of figure 3 are included for comparison.

For small systems (L520cm) the presence or absence of alpha

particle heating does not change the energy multiplication greatly, as is

seen in figure 4, since so many gyro-orbits naturally intersect the

walls.  Thus very little alpha particle energy is left for plasma

heating, even without drift losses.  The peak energy gain when alpha

heating is suppressed does occur at a higher initial temperature than

that where the maximum energy multiplication occurs in the presence of

alpha heating.  The peak for suppressed alpha heating also occurs at a

B

higher initial temperature than that where the radiation-dominated energy

gain shown in figure 1 has its maximum, showing the effect of the added

conduction losses.  The burn fractions obtained in these alpha drift-

enhanced conduction studies are shown in the following table for various

initial plasma temperatures, for a characteristic length of 20 cm:
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f(%), L=20 cm

T6(keV)
K-K

K el OKc 1 K=lOOKcl K=lOOOKclC1

2.1644 0.0005 2.8 10-5 <10 <10-6
-6

3.4304 0.007 0.0005 3.4 10-5 <10-6

5.4368 0.087 0.006 0.0004 3.5 10-5

8.6168 0.71 0.048 0.004 0.0004

13.657 3.95 0.32 0.026 0.003

21.644 13.7 1.56 0.13 0.012

34.304 29.6 5.47 0.52 0.048

54.368 46.2 13.7 1.66 0.15

86.168 60.2 31.2 4.62 0.40

Any enhancement in thermal conductivity causes these small systems to

become conduction-dominated, with correspondingly low energy gains, as

seen in figure 4.  The peak energy multiplication occurs at progressively

greater high initial temperatures, and the value of the peak energy gain

becomes increasingly small as the enhancement factor grows.

In intermediate size systems (L#50cm) the suppression of alpha

  particle heating can dramatically reduce the energy multiplication except

at high (T25OkeV) initial temperatures, as shown in figure 5, and again

moves the location of the peak energy gain to higher initial temperatures.

The energy multiplications for classical conduction begin to approach

those of the purely radiation-governed case described by equation (3.5),

and large enhancements of the thermal conductivity are needed before the

system becomes conduction-dominated.  Reasonable gains are easily achieved
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for realistic conduction increases ( =10 or 100 Kcl), even in the

absence of any alpha particle heating.  The equivalent burn fractions

for a 50 cm characteristic length are given in the following table:

f(%), L=50 cm
T6(keV)

K=Kcl K=10Kcl K=100Kcl K=1000Kcl

2.1644 0.002 0.0008 1.4 10-5 10-6

3.4304 0.025 0.005 0.0003 2.2 10-5

5.4368 0.26 0.047 0.004 0.0003

8.6168 1.74 0.36 0.035 0.002

13.657 7.65 2.05 0.25 0.016

21.644 21.0 8.12 1.28 0.081

34.304 38.7 21.2 4.85 0.31

54.368 54.9 38.4 13.3 0.99

86.168 66.7 53.2 26.7 2.66

At low enhancement factors the burn fractions have begun to approach

limiting values.

Larger systems (L2lm) are drastically affected by the loss of

alpha particle energy confinement due to drift-induced wall collisions,

except at the very highest initial temperatures studied (T#10OkeV),  as

seen in figure 6.  However, the effect of increased thermal conduction

losses due to two-dimensional wall-induced boundary layer instabilities is

greatly reduced from that seen in small L#20 cm systems. Although the

thermal boundary layer increases in thickness as the enhancement factor

rises, the hot central plasma is far enough from the wall to be relatively
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insulated from the increased heat losses by the thermal boundary layer

in these large systems.  The energy multiplication for perfect classcial

thermal conduction is only 2-20% less than that of the purely radiation-

controlled system, and even conduction enhancements of 1000 show

reasonable energy gains, although they require very high initial tempera-

tures.  The equivalent burn fractions for a characteristic length of

1 m are shown in the following table:

f(%), L=l m

T6(keV)
K=Kcl K=10Kcl K=100Kcl K=1000Kcl

2.1644 0.003 0.0008 9.2 10-5 7.0 10-6

3.4304 0.039 0.012 0.002 0.0001

5.4368 0.35 0.13 0.019 0.001

8.6168 2.21 1.03 0.17 0.011

13.657 9.19 5.26 1.11 0.077

21.644 24.1 16.3 4.91 0.41

34.304 42.7 32.6 14.4 1.68

54.368 58.3 49.0 28.7 5.48

86.168 68.8 62.2 43.7 13.9

Here the burn fractions, and hence the total energy output, have begun

to approach limits, even for sizable thermal loss enhancements.  Thus

the disadvantage of the tremendous decrease in energy multiplication at

reasonable initial temperatures (T 4 10-30 keV), due to the presence of

alpha particle drifts, is offset by the advantage of the decreased

sensitivity of most of the central plasma to the enhanced thermal losses

. at the wall, allowing the achievement of reasonable, albeit modest, energy

1
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gains even in the presence of several two-dimensional energy loss

mechanisms.  These energy gains are very similar to those calculated

for the simple radiation-ruled model of equhtions (3.5).

The results of this chapter show that the behavior of the energy

gains and burn fractions calculated from the simple radiation-dominated

problem described by equations (3.5) agrees well with the estimates

made in chapter 1 from characteristic time arguments.  The effect of

alpha particle heating is to increase this basic energy gain, slightly

in smaller systems and increasingly with growing system size until

limiting values are approached, and to cause the energy multiplication

to peak at intreasing lower initial plasma temperatures for growing

system sizes.  Enhanced thermal losses due to two-dimensional wall-

induced .boundary layer instabilities cohversely cause the energy

multiplichtion to decrease, greatly for small systems and progressively

less as the characteristic length increases, and they cause the location

of the peak energy gain to move to higher initial temperatures as the

size of the system increases.
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Chapter 4:  Discussion and Summary

The physical phenomena occurring when a hot, dense, deuterium-

tritium fusion reacting plasma containing a transverse magnetic field is

brought into sudden contact with a cold metal wall have been studied in

detail.  The results of this computational initial value problem are

embodied in the timt evolution of the macroscopic plasma properties,

such as electron and ion number densities and temperatures, magnetic

field and current density, and total pressure.  The space- and time-

dependent energy deposition of the alpha particles produced by fusion

reactions was examined.

The energy loss mechanisms in the initially hot plasma are thermal

conduction, convection and radiation (bremsstrahlung, line and recombi-

nation).  These cause the plasma near the wall to cool, with the ion

temperature usually being slightly lower than that of the electrons, due

to the greater ion transverse thermal conductivity (due to the larger

ion gyroradius).  The temperatures near the center of the plasma are very

dependent on the presence of alpha particle heating.  If the initial

plasma temperature is too low for significant thermonuclear burn to

occur, so that few alpha particles are produced, or if the alpha gyro-

orbits are not well contained by a strong transverse magnetic field, so              -

that many alpha particles lose all their energy in wall collisions, the

central plasma cools by conduction, convection and radiation as does the

plasma near the wall, and the total pressure decays with'time. For

higher initial temperatures or better alpha containment, the central

plasma is heated slightly before the energy loss mechanisms dominate,

and the total pressure remains almost constant for a significant length
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of time before decaying.  When large amounts of alpha particle energy are

deposited in the plasma, the central region is dramatically he
ated, i.e.

ignition occurs and a real thermonuclear burn takes place.  The r
adiation

losses limit the electron temperature rise, but electron-ion equilibrati·on

is often not rapid enough to maintain a single plasma temperature
, allow-

ing the ion temperature to be two or three times the radiation-limited

electron fluid temperature. The total system pressure rises sharply .

before the plasma cools and the pressure decays as before.

At the plasma-wall interface, sputtering and evaporation of heavy

atoms from the surfaces id practice can introduce a high fluu of
 impuri-

ties.into the plasma, which have not been included in the analysis de-

scribed Here.  Thede particles diffuse into the plasma at a rate deter-·   
     

mined primarily by the charge exchange cross-section, if no major

boundary layer ihstabilities are present.  Lehnert [4-1] 
studied this

impurity diffusidn problem in the gas blanket case and showe
d that at

fusion-type densitiet (4 1017 cm-3) the depth of penetratioh of these

impuritiek Was small for time scales of interest.  Vekshtein [4-
21

analyzed the rate of impurity diffusion into a wall confihed system and

concluded from Aumerical solutions of the diffusion equation that con-

tamindtion of fusion plasmas was not a serious problem.  Jense
n [4-3 ]

.

showed  that neutral particles formed at the plasma-wall interface did

not migrate a significant distance into the plasma interior during times

of interest to fusion studies; in one characteristic co
oling time their

concentration was higher than 1% only withih distances
 a fraction of an

ion gyroradius.from the wall, while the total heat los
s predicted by the

full set of boundary layer equations is less than 5% gre
ater than that

of a fully-ionized plasma model with no impurities pres
ent.

.
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The behavior of the energy gains and burn fractions calculated from

this one-dimensional plasma-wall problem have been shown to qualitatively

agree with simple estimates made from characteristic time arguments;  the

burn fractions rise sharply with increasing plasma temperature from 1 to

30 keV and then rise very slowly to limiting values, while the energy

multiplication. rises sharply until the linear rise of the energy input

overtakes the rise in burn fraction, creating a peak energy gain for

deuterium-tritium around 30 keV followed by a slow decline with rising

- initial plasma temperature.  Varying the system size by an order of mag-

nitude changes the energy gain and burn fraction by a factor of two or

three, while changing the initial number density varies the results by

less than 50%.  The·effect of alpha particle confinement and heating is

to increase this basic energy multiplication, slightly in smaller systems

and increasingly with growing system size.  Alpha particle heating also

causes the energy gain to peak at lower initial plasma temperatures for

growing system sizes.  Conversely, enhanced thermal losses due to two-

dimensional wall-induced boundary layer instabilities, such as those pre-

dicted 6y Lindemuth [4-4], cause the energy multiplication to decrease,

drastically for small systems and progressively less as the characteris-
"

tic dimension increases.  They may also cause the location of the peak

energy gain to move to higher initial temperatures as the size of the

system increases.  The parameters for two potential reactor designs (with

Q # 10-20) and a smaller "breakeven" experiment (with Q   2-3) are given

in Appendix IV.  No alpha particle heating is considered in the data of

Appendix IV, since the estimates made in chapter 3 show that the alpha

particles can deposit only a minute fraction of their energy in the

plasma before drifting into the chamber walls due to grad B and curvature
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drifts in a cylindrical geometry, for the system sizes considered

(L < 1 m).  Classical values for all transport properties are used,

since Lindemuth's results show an increase of two or three in thermal

-             conduction losses in an instability which seems to grow to saturation,

rather than continue to increase.  The wall loading due to alpha par-

ticle collisions ranges from an order of magnitude greater to an order

of magnitude less than the pure thermal loading, estimated in chapter 2.

The maximum system pressure in cases studied ranges from about 100 atm to

as high as 1000-2000 atm.

The thermal losses could also be enhanced by the formation of

convective cells due to residual motion left from the plasma re-expansion.

Here, the plasma sloshing is assumed to occur over only a few Alfven

transit times, and the plasma is taken as perfectly uniform and quies-

cent at the start of the longer burn period.  This plasma sloshing could

develop magnetic bubbles, complicating and extending the time it would

take for magnetic diffusion and plasma convection to bring the plasma

to a uniform state.  The character of this re-expansion depends greatly

on what is done electrically at the system boundaries.  If the dielectric

end walls are electrically crowbarred at the start of plasma re-expansion,

all the magnetic field is trapped in the cavity, as was assumed in this.,

1.
study.  Hence there results a significantly larger imbedded magnetic

field (# 90% of the piston field) for insulation after the plasma re-

expands and fills the cavity, with some further ohmic heating increasing

the plasma temperature by #15%.  If, at the start of re-expansion, the

flux of the magnetic piston is allowed to flow back into the storage line,

partially  recharging it, the plasma Will expand via a magnetohydrody-

namic rarefaction wave, followed by further wave reflections.  This
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!

more controlled, adiabatic re-expansion requires high initial fill

magnetic fields (which are now the sole insulation fields) and thus

higher power input is needed to compress the plasma to the same final                -

temperature, especially since the plasma temperature drops by a factor

of three during the re-expansion.
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Appendix I.  Characteristic Times and Lengths

In all the characteristic lengths and times derived in this

section, the electron and ion temperatures and number densities

are assumed equal (so that Ti=Te=T and n.=n-=n), and the units,
1    e

unless otherwise noted, are [r]=keV, In]=m-3, [B]=kGauss, [2]=m and

[T]=sec.

The time required for the kinetic energy distribution of a

group of particles interacting with themselves to approach a Maxwellian

distribution is the self-collision time [I-1]

m4(3kT)3/2

Yc =  8x0·7141rne4Z4£n A

For a 50/50 mixture of DT the ion self-collision time is therefore

-312
r       =   7.112   1017     1 (AI.1)Ci

nEnA

and the electron self-collision time, smaller by the inverse ratio

of the thermal velocities, is

3/2
r   = 1.043 1016

I
(AI.2)ce ngnA

where the Coulomb logarithm is given by

3  Te3/2

A = 7 e3/, 7Tn4     e
3/2

17 T= 4.897 10   -
nl/2
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The time for equipartition of energy between two groups of particles

is [I-1]

3mmfk ( I + Tf)
3/2 3/2                                   -

Te  -  8(2Tr)linfZ2zf2e4£n A    m  mf

and thus the electron-ion equilibration time (with me <41Ii) is

T3/2r - = 2.500 1019 -
e 1

ngn A (AI.3)

Since  rei=35T .=2397T the ordering T  <<T ·<<T . holds for allci ce . ce Cl ei

values of number density and temperature.

The ion and electron gyroperiods are

2.594 10-6

Tgi
=

(AI.4)
B

105.578 10-

rge =                                                   (AI.5)
B

For magnetic fields 2 50 kGauss the characteristic time ordering above

becomes   ''

Tge<<rgi<<Tce<<Tci<<Tei

i The characteristic slowing down time of an alpha particle on

electrons only is [I-2]

3/2
3 ma / m         Tp6      j  e
8  me-    F     .(ele2)2ne £nA
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19 T3/2= 1.002 10 - (AI.6)
ntnA

which is identical to the classical Spitzer alpha-electron equilibration

1
-

time. The alpha thermalization time is then given by [I-2]

E 3/2 + r3Te3/22        e              ]                          (AI.7)·rth = pf 41 [ - 3- 3/2J a 312
Eth    + r 14

where -- = 183.46
3  3 git m-3/2

r  = 4 mi  mel/2

At low temperatures (T#lkeV) where most of the energy loss is to the ions,

the alpha thermalization time can be five times greater than the classical

alpha-electron equilibration time, while for high temperatures (T#100 keV)

where most of the energy is lost to the electrons, the correct thermali-

zation time is a factor of two less than the electron-only. slowing down

time.  Thus for most temperatures of interest (Te10 keV)

Ta        s       T th       s      rei

Defining a radiation cooling time as the average energy stored

in the plasma divided by the radiation emission power gives as the

characteristic bremsstrahlung loss time

1/220 T
·rb=   4.4 8 1 0 --n (AI.8)

where the radiation intensity for a hydrogenic plasma is  0-3 ]
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erg
P( )=   5.35 10-24 n2(cm-3)  22(keV)B. 3

cm sec

The D-T reaction time is given by                                                      -

1

TR
=

(AI.9)
An· <cv>

where a is the reaction cross section, v is the relative velocity of

the D-T particles and the bracket means the average over an ion

Maxwellian velocity distribution. Hence <av> is a function of the

ion temperature.

All the characteristic times above are size-independent, and

their ordering is always

Tge<<Tgi<<Tce<<Tci<<Tasrei<<TbsTR

The plasma thermal conduction cooling time is related to the

thermal conductivity by [I-4]

nl<£2
=

T C
K

Using the classical value of perpendicular thermal conductivity, this

expression becomes

. = 3.008 10             2                          (AI.10)
20  T'S 82

T Cl,1 n gnA

-
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22 T# 82   2= 2.055 10
Tcl,e

ngn A

For comparison, the characteristic cooling,time in the absence of an

insulating perpendicular magnetic field is

= 2.182 10-30 ninA 2 (AI.11)
Tc                T5/2  z

The drift velocity of an alpha particle in a curved magnetic

f i e l d   i s     & -3  ]

vD =   m- (p, 2+2v 2)(6xvB)
2qBC

it

  and the corresponding drift time is approximately

TD =    = 1.136 10-7 £28 (AI.12)
V
D

where vD
-

--2.- I
Ea B

qB  22

The characteristic shock heating time can be estimated from the

strong shock. limits (given in appendix III) as

[ - +L /10
TS

Ul     ul/2

-3  1
= 2.216 10 (AI.13)

where L = 2£ is the characteristic size of the system.
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The Debye length is given by [ I-1 ]

A D    =      4                   kT e

.

4 nee2

5 T12=  2.351   10
--·n2

(AI.14)

and the self-collision length (mean free path) is

(3kTe)2
£c =

8x0.714wnee4£nA

For both electrons and DT ions this becomes

23    T22  = 2.419 10   -
C

n griA (AI.15)

The ion gyroradius is

2 Ti
r   .   =  mv&        =   8.153 10 (AI.16)gi   eB                   B

The frequency-dependent mean free path for radiation absorption

is [I-5 1

'v,(am) . 7 10-5  'le2 (keV)  v ,(se,-1)

The power emitted per unit wavelength per unit volume due to ion-

electron bremsstrahlung is
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dP-(. erg )=
dA      3 9cm A Sec

6.01 10-23ne(cm-3)ni(cm-3)Te4(keV)x-2.( )exp - I    12.4
]

1(&)Te(keV)

which has a sharp maximum at

0      6.2
X    (A) =max

Te(keV)

The frequency dependent mean free path corresDonding to this maximum

wavelength is then

max
(AI.17)58 T//2

A         =  7.930  10         2n

which is enormous compared to any of the other characteristic lengths.

The mean free path for neutrons undergoing only nuclear force

interactions with the plasma ions (reactions with cross sections on the

order of a barn) is

g  =1=1028 1 (AI.18)
n   na          n

These characteristic lengths can be ordered to give

max
AD<<rgi<<t<lc<<in<<AP

The alpha gyroradius at 3.5 MeV is
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mav
ra = -

eB

1
= 5.405 - (AI.19)

B

which fits into the overall length ordering through r. . <r  5 2.
91 -  a
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Appendix II.  Alpha Particle Modelling
„.

Alpha particles, which are born at 3.5 MeV in a fusion grade

D-T plasma and which transfer their kinetic energy to the background

plasma, represent a time-and space-dependent plasma heating source.

A.  Time Dependence

Since there is a high energy source term in the alpha particle

distribution function and since the time steps used duting the computa-

tion are much smaller than a characteristic thermalization time, the

alpha particles are not described by a Maxwellian distribution but are

insteadtreatedas test particles, while the background plasma distribu-

tion functions are assumed to be Maxwellian.

The rate of change of the energy of a test particle due to

interactions with a Maxwellian background of field particles can be

derived from the Fokker-Planck equation for a delta function test

particle distribution [II-1, II-2] and from binary collision theory

[II-3].  For the electron fluid  because of the large mass ratio, the

alpha particle velocity. can always be assumed much smaller than the

electron mean thermal velocity, and the energy loss from the a parti-

cles to the electron fluid  can be reduced to

dEa) =-Ea 8 ,/FF 0/I ,  2. 2 (AII.1)
dt e

.Ta     - 3  .-- 2 "e --mI ce.a =e ) 211/  Ea

where 'the coefficient ra is identical to the classical Spitzer electron-
.

alpha equilibration time.  If (as is usually done for equal electron and
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ion temperatures and densities in the plasma) the alpha particle speed

is assumed much greater than the average ion speed, the rate of energy

lost to the ion fluid is

dEa)      =-   4 1! _n.      2 R ( ea2ei 2)   EnA-1dt i
' »2       1       m i (AII.2)

although to correctly model the thermalization process itself (where

Ea 2 kTi so that va - vthi) this approximate equation must be replaced

by the accurate expression

dEa   41r  I/|ila-- 9 9       v
dt--  )i   =   -47--     ni   -mi       (eaoei - )   £nA  .  -  erf   (vt21    )

8,/"3- ,m  · +m     ,                                                                                 va 2n. c 1  aj

+ vthi       1 a                     Vthi7 m.m (ea2ei 2)  gnAexp (- -2 ) (AII.3)

When va „ vthi ' this expression does indeed reduce to equation AII.2.

In the derivation of these expressions, collective effects were

incorporated only through Debye shielding in the Coulomb cross-section.

Comparisons of results obtained using these equations with those of

Sigmar and Joyce [II-4] in which plasma collective effects are accounted

for more exactly through the plasma dielectric constant in the Balescu-

Lenard equations, show good quantitative agreement [II-5, II-6].  The

classical cutoff angle which is strictly valid only in the limit of

very small relative velocities is used throughout, although an energetic

alpha particle can slow down from a region where the quantum cutoff

angle is valid, through a region where neither quantum nor classical
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values apply, into a region where the classical result is generally

valid.  Calculations [II-3] which incorporate both the classical and.

quantum cutoffs and an approximate transition between the two show that·

results from these two limits di ffer by ten to twenty percent.

To study the energy deposition of an arbitrary distribution of

alpha particles requires integration of the single particle slowing

down equations over the alpha energy spectrum, and can be approximated

by discrete summation over alpha particle 'groups.

If anak is defined as the number of alpha particles born at any

I time step tk and Eak is defined as the energy to which an'alpha parti-

cle  born at time tk will have slowed down at the current time tj

(where  k  j j) ,  the alpha heating terms  in  the  ion and electron tempera-

ture equations (2.30 ) and (2.35 ) are given by

Q     =        anak AE
k

(AII.4)ai,e al,ek=£+1.

where all alpha particles not yet thermalized to the ion fluid tempera-

ture   (k   > 2, where     E  1     <     0   <    -   z+1,
a          ta   ) contribute various amounts of

energy calculated from the single particle equations (AII.1), and (AII.2)

or (AII.3), as

dE  k
kAE .: -8-I-). At (AII.5)

al,e      dt     l,e

Since the ion fluid contains thermalized (k 5 £) alpha particles,

ni - nD + nT + f anak (AII.6)
k=1
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The change in the alpha particle distribution at a time step tj is

given by

3na                       k = j+1
B-t- At

'6n k (t.  ) =a   J+1

6nak(tj) kij

and

'    3.52 MeV k = j+1

Ek(t. ) =t Eak(tj) - (AE k + AE k) 1<ksja J+1 al ae

0               1 sks£

This method demands both storage of infonmation from, and

summation over all previous time steps at each time step and can be

very costly in computer time.  The integrdtion of the single particle

equations is instead approximated by a discrete summation over a small

number of fixed alpha particle energy groups.

If Eak is defined as N logarithmically spaced fixed alpha par-

ticle energies and 6nak is defined as the number of alpha particles of

energy Eak at the current time, the alpha heating of ions and electrons

is given by

N        k k
Qai,e =    I    sna AEai,e (AII.7)

k=1                                                             '
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where as before all non-thermalized alpha particles (1 S k S N,
k

since E >  0) contribute various amounts of energy calculated froma

the single particle equations, as .in equation (AII.5).  The ion fluid

- contains thermalized alpha particles, as in equation (AII.6).

The energy group populations 6nk are updated at the end of each

time step by

(1) calculating the new energy Eak  to which alpha particles of

energy have slowed down in a time At, given by

k'      k       k      k,
E    = Ea  - (AE . + AE  )a al ae

(2) splitting these alpha particles between the two brackdting

groups Eam-1 < Eak, < Eam ( or between the ion fluid and the lowest

non-thermal group  E    5  0   <  Ea' ) using particle and energy con-

servation to give

nak(tj)Eak' = nam-1 (tj+l)Eam-1 + n m(t   )E ma   j+1  a

nak(tj) = nam-1(tj+1) + nam(tj+1)

-

(3) and, after advancing all N groups as described above, adding

ana                              N" newly produced alpha particles - At to the source (E  = 3.52 MeV)
at                     a

group.

The relative accuracy and expense of these two discrete sums,

and their comparison to models assuming Maxwellian distributions of

alpha particles, can be studied using a simple zero-dimensional two

fluid plasma with bremsstrahlung cooling and alpha particle. heating,
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described by

aria = _ anD       anT
St     at-   -at  = 11DnT<av>

3T: Te-T:' = 4 10-20negnA +Q
3t                  Te3/2     ai                              (AII.8)

a e = 4 10-20nignA   3/   + Qae - 4.46 10-21 (nD+2na)Te4  (AII.9)

Beside the discrete sums in equations (AII.4) and (AII.7), the alpha

heating terms Q . and Q can be given by [II-7]al ae

3n
2_  f E  -2

Qai                      a   B t
3ni

(AII.10)
3n

Q -2- (1-f)E --aae a at
3ne

where the alpha particles are assumed to immediately become part of

the ion Maxwellian fluid (so that ni E nD+nT+na) and their excess

energy Eais divided between the electron and ion fluids, the fraction

going to the latter being given by

32
f=

32+Te

If the alpha particles are assumed to form a third, Maxwellian fluid

of temperature Ta [II-8], the heating terms are given by
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Qai,e
= Ta-Ti,e (AII.11)

T
ai,e

where the equilibration times are the classical Spitzer expressions

(2.5Ta+4Ti)3/2
r · = 1.833 1016
a 1

na ZnA

r   = 1.0 1019
TG3/2

rip

na ZnA

and where the alpha fluid temperature is given by the equation

3Ta  = (2333-Ta)  ana._ ni  Q   - ne Q
3t        na      3t    na ai n    ae

a

in which the value of 2333 KeV comes from 3.52 MeV =  kTao.  The ion

fluid in this case contains no alpha particles, so ni E nD+nT only.

The electron and ion temperatures given by equations (AII.8) and

(AII.9) are shown in figures 1 and 2, with alpha heating given by the

four expressions (AII.4), (AII.7), (AII.10) and (AII.11).  The discrete

sum of all  previous time step data is the benchmark calculation, to

which the other three approximations are compared.

All three models overestimate the peak electron temperature almost

equally.  However, the instantaneous deposition and three fluid models

give a slower temperature rise and hence a later in time'peak than the

energy group model, whose shape agrees much better with the bench-

mark calculation.

The more important (because it governs reaction rate) ion tempera-

ture is ·drastically  overestimated by the instantaneous deposition
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ION TEMPERATURE
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Figure 1 (appendix II) Time evolution of the ion temperature for different

models of the time dependence of alpha particle energy deposition
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model which dumps too much heat too  quickly, and still greatly over-

estimated by the three fluid model, while the energy group result

is slightly conservative.

While run times for the energy group model are two to three times

greater than those for the other two (simpler) models, they are still

at least a factor of ten less than those for the benchmark study.

This approach thus combines reasonable accuracy with computer efficiency.

B.  Spatial Dependence

The maximum radius of gyration of an alpha particle in the

presence of a magnetic field is given by

m.v /Ea(keV)r     =   _2_  =   0.0911a qaB B(kG)

where 4 mv2 =  - kT.  For a 3.52 MeV alpha particle this ranges from 10.8 cm

at 50 kG to 3.6 cm at 150 kG, while for a 100 keV alpha particle the

radius varies from 1.8 cm at 50 kG to 0.6 cm at 150 kG.  Since some of

the alpha, particle kinetic energy lies in velocity parallel to the magnetic

field, the actual gyroradius is usually less than the above values.  In             -

problems where the spatial cells are on the order of a few centimeters or

less, the alpha particle orbits can cover significant background gradients
6

of  temperature and number densi ty, whose effect cannot  be negl ected  by

assuming pure local deposition.  In the presence of a wall the orbits can

also intersect a material barrier and thus the alpha particle energy can

be lost from the plasma.
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The spatial dependence of the alpha particle energy deposition

can be modelled by assuming that the energy loss in any given cell

traversed  is  d i reclly proportional  to the fractional time spent  in  the

cell, and that the time spent in any cell is directly proportional to

the fractional track length contained in the cell, calculated from the

gyroradius distribution function.

For an alpha particle emitted isotropically (a good assumption

at non-relativistic energies) in spherical coordinates with the principal

axis z parallel to the magnetic field, the angle 0 will be uniformly

distributed between 0 and i  so that

0 = 1T (2w-1)

where w is a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.  The

distribution in e for a 2  half-sphere is given by

0 = cos-  w1

Since the perpendicular velocity is given by v·.sine, the probability

density function for the alpha particle radius of gyration is distributed

according to sin e, and properly normalized is given by

f(w,0) = /1-w2 2 /-2-2 41-w (AII.12)

1 f" /1--w2- dwd*    A
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since the gyroradius is given by

mav mav sin e

rot = qar =   qaB

= r     sin 0 = J 1-w2 (AII.13)max rmax

The total alpha particle track length, neglecting possible wall

collisions, is

27T

.e    =    oflof           27rra     (w,0)     f(w,0.)    dw   d$

1  27T

=      f      f          2Tr rmax   11" 1-w2    (   22   v'  1-w2    )    dw   dt0   0

=16. r (AII.14)3    ' max

which is less than.2 r as expected.max'

Given a cell structure as described in chapter 2, with cell

boundaries Xi and cell centers Xj, with walls at Xo E 0 and XJ+1=L, the
track length of an alpha particle born at cell center Xj that lies in

cell i is given by

zij =f f 2ra(w,0) *i j (w,0) f(w,0) dw dt

where 2ra(w,0) 11,··(w,0) is the arc length, lying between Xi-1 and X.. of a1 J                                                  1-

circle with center coordinate defined by
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4         +-
X-= X. + r /  1-w2      s i n   0

J    max

(Since y. is an ignorable coordinate, the circle centers can all be

-           assumed to lie on the same horizontal line.)  For i 0 j, the track

length is

w               0. 4r 1-w
2

gij =1   f 2  f  -   m2x  (1-w2) cos-1 (2   +sint)dwdt
w    0                                  1-w
1       1

1-W 2

 w3  f 03  4rm x  (1-w2) cos-1 (
2 3 +sin$)dw dt|

W    0         7T                         1-W
11

(AII.15)

where we define
-T

-.
X.

1-
  2r J )2

i  <  j

max

wl
max 4  0,                     '

L-X·
1- ( 2r J   )2.

. i>j
#

max

.

.

· Xi-x     *
)2 i<.

1 - C 2;ma         J
W2 max C  0,

Xj-Xi-1 7
1 - ( 2r )4 -

i>j
. max
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X·-X.        0

1-(   r 1-1 )2
i  < j

max
w max 0,                _                  >                                          -
3

1-c2r
, Xj-Xi

)2 i>j
max

and

:

sin-1 [ max  C -1 ,1 - F I ) 1 i<j

01(w)     <                             _L-X·
sin-1 [ min  ( 1, -1 + -,4 ) ] i>j

    
    

    
    

    
    

   r
<w)

'   sin-1 [ max  ( -1, 1+ Xi-XJ ) ] i<j
r(w)

02(w)      <                                 _X.  -X·

sin-1 [ min  (1, -1 +      ) J) ] i>j
\

-1 X.    -Y.
sin-[max  ( -1,1+  1-1  J ) ] i  < j                               -

r(w)

0 (W)
3                                  X.-X·

sin-1 [ min  (1, -1 +  1 J) ] i>j
r(w)

The contribution to the origin cell  (i = j) is easily found by subtraction,

and is
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2
16         w2(i<j) f02(i<j)4r- 1-w2

zj j - 3-rmax   o-2
max

(1-w2)cos-1(2 +sint)dwdt-  7'2  1-w2
(Al I.16)

The track length intersecting the wall can be found in two separate

ways, and is given by

01 i<j

wall   W            4r                      1-wi2
E,   =J i  J I i>j     ax (1-w2)cos-1(2 4  +sint) dwdt
JO 1-wa

-   i<j
'iT

01 i,j

20
= 163  rmax -   I zij (AII.17)

i=1

The fractional track length lying in each cell is then

. lij.S    -
ij   20

i=1 1J

and the fraction of alpha particles lost to wall collisions is

20

I
s.wall =1_ i=l zij.

-                   J            16
3  rmax

These integrals have been evaluated numerically using an

adaptive Simpson scheme, and require about one minute of computer time

                 for a problem with twenty spacial cells and ten discrete alpha energy

groups.  A faster and simpler method for the same problem is to use
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Monte Carlo techniques, in which the essentially  trigonometric nature

of this model is very evident.

For any given source cell with center Yj, and alpha particle
energy Ea determining r (which, for the discrete energy groupsmax

described in part A, requires a third subscript determining E and
k

k                                                                                   a

r   ), the procedure is given below.
max

(1)  The particle's initial direction is chosen randomly from an

isotropic distribution (w=cose,0), determining the orbit center

X*  =  *j   +  rmax i=2-  s i n   0

(2)  If the orbit intersects either wall (X* -r < 0 0 2 X* +r 2 L),

the particle is binned in the wall-collision tally and a new particle

is started (fig. 3a).

(3)  If the orbit is bntirely contained within the walls, the

bracketing cells il and i2 are determined and the fractional arc

lengths which are added to the track length tallies are (fig. 3b)

0                                       i<ii

1 cos-1 C X*-Xil   i = ilIT                            r

1 [cos-1 C ) - cos C )1  il<i<i2 (AII.18)

, X*-Xi .1 . x*-Xi-1 .
sij      <                      r                   r

1 [A - cos-1 ( X*-X12-1
7T                    r )] i = i 2

\

0                                        i>i 2
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(4)  If the orbit passes through the symmetry plane, it is

reflected (fig. 3c) so that

Sij + 521-i,j isislo

S..  =
1J

0                            11si520

(5)  When as many particles as are needed to give the required

statistical accuracy (· -1:  ) have been tallied, the fractional track

lengths are normalized by the total number of particles that did not

intersect the wall, while the wall collision tally is normalized by

the total number of particles started in step (1).

While numerical integration required about one minute of

computer time for a problem with twenty spacial cells and ten discrete

energy groups, the Monte Carlo techniques detailed above require about

one second to run 500 particles per source cell per energy group.

The fractional track lengths are shown in figures 4 and 5 for

two different source cells and for ten logarithmically spaced energy

groups ranging from 1 keV to 3.52 MeV.  The effect of reflection through

the symmetry plane can be seen in figure 5, especially for k=10.

The alpha heating terms in the ion and electron temperature

equations  (2.30  )  and  (2.35 ), descri bed  in  part A, are modified to

become

Q .       =      '       6nj k JEV. (AII.19)
ik

al,e k=l a al,e
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where 6njk is the number of alpha particles of energy E  in cell j

and   AE  5        is the energy   lost   by an alpha particle of energy Ek origi-
Cll  , e

nating  in  cell j, given by

dEjk dEaik ).    At                    (AII.20)
ai,e =    sijk  dt     1,e

where sijk is the fractional track length of an alpha particle of energy

dEaik ,
Ek, starting in cell j, lying in cell i,and  dt   )i,e is the energy loss

rate of an alpha particle of energy E  for the background plasma

conditions.of cell i.

The alpha particles whose orbits intersect the walls are assumed

to lose their kinetic energy and to become part of the thermal alpha

population in the cell immediately adjacent to the wall so that

4

jk , wall)  6njk
ana    =  (1-sjk

nl   " = nl-- + I
swall  anjk

ath th   j
jk

To preserve charge neutrality, electrons are assumed to be transported

to the wall with these "lost" alpha particles. The electrons trans-

borted are moved one cell at a time from the source cell j to the wall

cell i=1, according to

z ' = nz - I 2swall  6njk
ne          k   JK

w 11   jk

4-1 . =  RE-1 4  I 2sjk  6na
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with the temperature rise in each cell due to the passage of these

hotter interior electrons being given by

I 2sjkwall 6njka 2
TE-1 , = TZ-1 +k              T
e        e         2-1         e

ne
0

which allow the electrons to reach self-equilibration in each cell before

being transported to the next cell.

The results of the one-dimensional problem of chapter 2 for no

alpha energy deposition and for purely local,ra +  0, alpha energy

wall
deposition (where s.· = 6·· and s. E 0 for all k) are compared in

1 J -  1 J      J

figure 6 to those for the alpha energy deposition model described in

this section.  The center (i=10) temperatures are plotted as a function

of time, and the importance of the spatial transport of the alpha particles

is very evident.  In the absence of alpha particle heating, the plasma

simply cools through radiation and thermal conduction losses.  For

purely local alpha particle energy deposition, where the alpha particles

are perfectly contained in the spatial cell in which they were "born"

(r  < Ax), the electron and ion temperatures rise dramatically.  Thea

electrons have a higher temperature at early times because of the high

ion thermal conduction losses, and the ions have a higher tempera-

ture at later times because radiation has become the dominant loss

mechanism (although at early times and low background plasma temperatures

most of the alpha particle energy is deposited in the ion fluid, while at

the high background temperatures existing at later times the predominant

alpha particle energy loss is to the electrons).  When the alpha particle
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gyroradii are modelled and their wall collisions taken into account,

the energy deposited in the background by the alpha particles is greatly

reduced since these high energy particles have large gyroradii in typical

magnetic fields.

The fraction of alpha particles of various energies which are

lost from a given point in the plasma through wall-collisions are shown

in figures 7 and 8 for two different values of magnetic field.  While

low energy (< 10 keV) alpha particles are completely contained, higher

energy (t 100 keV) particles often collide with the wall even when born

well within the plasma.
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Appendix III.  Shock Heating - linear qeometry

The power per uhit cross-sectional area needed to shock-heat

: plasma to a desired temperature T6' for initial imbedded magnetic field

Bl' fill pressure pl and fill temperature Tl = 300 OK, is found by

solving a set of five simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations.  The

first three equations are derived from the shock jump equations [III-1],

while the other two represent conservation of total energy and of

magnetic flux during the re-expansion period [III-2].  Exact numerical

results of specific power and energy inputs are compared to analytic

expressions derived from the strong shock approximation [III-3, III-4],

and the parametric dependence on initial state and final temperature

is described.

The magnetohydrodynamic shock jump equations corresponding to

conservation of mass, momentum and energy through the .shock front are

pu E m= constant (A III.1)

2
B

mu +P+ - = cohstant (A III.2)
2 Ki

m (  +.I- 2-) + M = constant (A III.3)
2    7-1  p     u

These three equations, which are written in the shock frame·of.

.reference, when combined with the: equation for frozen magnetic flux

-                                                                                                      I

B- = constant (A    I·I I.4)

P

can be rewritten for the incident shock as

P2  - x   n2T2       Ill 6<1 -1)31 +  (a)01 -1)
1 (A III.5)4 -.  = a-X

1
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1 P2
u =x u a  4 B   _ -  1  + nl (x13-1) (A III.6)1 12 1  y   Pl[-     ]

xl-1

and for the reflected shock as

P        n5Ts '   n2(x2-1)3 + (ax2-1)
p = *2 E;12  =          a-*2 (A III.7)

4      -        /x2  P, -1+.n2(x23-1)u2 = x2us = a2 4 -  -11
y   P2

[                    ]          (A III.8)
x2-1

where

x  6 02-:,5 =82,,5
1,2     P

1,2    81,2

812,2

ril,2 E  2#Pl,2

+1a   =
#1- (y taken as 5/3 )

a   - /„ Pl,21,2- /1-
4    pl,2

.

The subscript 1 refers to the pre-shock gas, the subscript 2 refers to

once-shocked plasma, and the subscript 5 refers to the twice-shocked

plasma.  Thus ul and u2 are the upstream and dowhstream velocities with
- -

respect to the incident shock front, while u2 and u 5 are the upstream

and downstream velocities with respect to the reflected shock front.

These two sets of equations are related by the boundary

conditions that both the initial pre-shock gas and the final twice-

shocked plasma are quiescent in the laboratory frame of reference, so
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that

--

U2-Ul=U2-U5

Using equations (A III.6), (A III.8) and the relation

,12,                   P g   F  i       =       1_       2
lail 2 = Pl pi X1 Pl

this velocity condition can be rewritten to give

P.         1 P

(*1-1)( p   -1+nl(x 12-1) 1  =d  (1-·   [05 -1+n 2( x22-1)1, (A III.9)

The flux conservation equation for the re-expansion is

P 1,

8 6  =   8 3   (1-   8-9    +   8 5
(11) (A III.10)

5      Ps

The subscripts 3 and 6 refer to the magnetic piston and to the final

plpost-expansion plasma, and· B-  and (1- -1) are the fractional volumes
p5

of the twice-shocked plasma and of the magnetic piston.  The equation

for total energy .conservation is similarly

2
86             832   pl    852  3      9
- +  3.  r'6kT6=   2ii-(1-0-=  )+(251   +  F'5kTs)pl (A III.11)
2#                      5                  5

Equations (A III.5), (A III.7) and (A III.9), when all pressure
I                         ..

ratios are·re-expressed as temperature ratios and combined with the

relation

n   yn
5 =  '2 2 = 4 't· 'Snl

(where the initial fill gas is assumed to be molecular DT which is

completely ionized by the incident shock), are rewritten as
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4x T (a-x. ) =n T(x -113 + Tl Gxl-1) (A I I:I.12)1 2 1 :'11 1

1

4x2Ts (a-x2 1   =  xln.1Tl (*2-1 )3  +  4T2 (ax2-1 3 CA   I I I.1 3)

x2(xl-1)[4xlT2-Tl+nlTICX12-1)] =

xl(x2-1) [4x2T5-4T2+xlnlTl(x22-1)] (A III.14)

Similarly, equations (A III.10) and (A III.11) when combined with the

relation

82    82
P3 = 2 - = P2 + 2p

can be rewritten to give

x22(86-Bl)2xlnlT1=812(Xlx2-1)2(XlnlTl+4T2) (A III.15)

4xl(Xlx2-1)812T2+nlT1{x12812[x22+(xlx2-1)]-x1x28621 =

6x1x2B12(T6-T5) (A III.16)

The set of five simultaneous nonlinear equations formed by (A III.12)

through (A III.16) is solved for the five unknowns x1' x2' T2' T5 and

86 by an IMSL computer routine [III-5] using Brown's methods [III-6,

III-7].

Identifying the incident shock speed as ul' the reflected shock

speed as 32' and the speed of the magnetic piston as ul-32' the specific

power input required to drive the piston is given by

2

P = P3(ul-12) = (P2+  ZE-)(ul-O2) (A III.17)
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and the time required for the reflected shock to meet the magnetic

piston Ci.e. the·time over which tbts specific power must be applied) is

t  =  --h,(ul+22)                    u 1 
for a system of length h.  Given an inner radius ri and an outer radius

r , the total required energy input is therefore

822        . /  9   2  h[ = PAL = (P2+ 31  )(ul-32)#Cro*--ri ) -o(ul+ 2) (A III.18)
U lL

and the energy input per unit volume is size-independent and equal to

e = (92 + -2- )(1- -EF ) (A III.19)2 ji

U
1

*   The specific power input required to shock-heat a plasma to fusion

grade (  keV) temperatures is shown in figures 1 and 2, for various

values of initial imbedded magnetic field as well as fill pressure

(and hence density).  The equations as formulated do not allow solutions

for 81 = 0, so Bl = 10 gauss is chosen as a "negligible" initial field.
The various plasma states calculated agree well with estimates

from the strong-shock approximation (M i  - + 00), allowing analytic

study of the parametric dependence of required shock-heating energy

input on initial conditions and desired final temperatures.  The strong

shock limits

x =4
1

x2 = 2.5

 2 = 0.5
Ul
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final temperature T6' for various values of the initial fill

magnetic field
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T
5- = 2.4

T
2

when combined with the assumption of small initia] magnetic field (so

that B 1,2,5 << 83,6) give the post-expansion state as

86 4 0.9 83 (A III.20)

T6 % 1.15 T (A III.21)5

With equation (A III.21) relating the final desired post-expansion

temperature to the shock-heating results, and using the strong shock

condition

T2(OK) # 1.14 10-5 u12(m/sec)

the energy per unit volume required to heat to any desired temperature

T6 is approximately
B2

e = P3 (1- ii-  ) 'U .75P2

1 Pl(mtorr)e ·( ) 2.10'
Tl(OK) T6(keV) (A III.22)

.

, and the associated power per unit area is

P = P3(ul-72) #  5 P2ul

Pl(mtorr)p(wa ts) 2 4 1012
T6342(keV)  (A III.23)Tl(PK)

Finally, the·magnetic piston field required is given by

832 = 822 + 2UP2 % 2#P2
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83(kG) 2 58 / Pi (mtorrl  -,f6 (key)
4

Tl(OK]
(A III.24),

A comparison of these approximate expressions with the calculated

exact results for various values of T6' for Pl=100 mtorr, Tl=. 300 OK
+21(so that nl = 3..22 10 2  /m3) and Bl =.0.01  kGauss, is given in the

following table:

Approximatp Fxact Approximate  Exact

T6(keV)   P (itts )  p (watts   e (- -T 5 el-);J

 m3,

2.1644 4.25 1012 2.94 1012 7.21 106 6.37 106

3.4304 8.47 1012 . 5.87 1012 1.14 107 1.01 107

5.4368 1.69 ·1013 1.17 1013 1.81 107 1.59 107

8.6168 3.37 1013 2.34-1013 2.87 107  .  2.55 107

13.657 6.73 1013 4.66 1013 4.55 107 4.03 107

21.644 1.34 1014 9.30 1013 7.21 107 6..37 107

34.304 2.68 1014 1.86 1014, 1.14 108 1.01. 108

54.368 5.35 1014 3.70 1014 1.81 108 ·1.59 108

86.168 1.07 1015 7.38 1014 2.87 108 2.55 108

The functional dependence on T6 and Pl is predicted exactly.

The absolute value of the magnetic piston field is conservatively

overestimated by an almost constant 19%, and the specific energy input

and the power per unit area by 12.5% and 44%, respectively.
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Appendix IV:  System Parameters

The results of the cycle calculation are summarized in the following           1

table for two potentially interesting reactor designs (with reasonable

energy multiplications of 10-20) and a breakeven experiment (with an

energy gain of 2-3).  In these cases, classical thermal conductivities are

used and there is zero alpha particle heating.

L=50 cm L=20 cm L=20cm

Pl(mtorr)
100 100 100

Tl<OK)
300 300 300

21                21                21
n (m-3) 3.2 10 3.2 10 '3.2 10
1'

81(kGauss)
0 0 00 0  0

B (kGauss)
103.6 103.6 103.6

7                     7                     7

ein(J/m3)
4.0 10 4.0 10 2.5 10

V(m3) 1.178 0.0754 0.0754

E. (MJ) 47.2 3.02 1.9
in

T6(keV)
13.7 13.7 8.6

86(kGauss)
93.3 93.3 74.1

P6(atm)
278.2 278.2 175.4

t (,sec) 0.1718 0.1718 0.2163
shock

13                 13                 13
P(watts/m2) 4.7 10 4.7 10 2.3 10

A(m2) 2.356 0.377 0.377

i(TW) 109.8 17.6 8.8

t* (sec) # 0.65 # 0.52 g 0.35
burn

f(%) 7.65 3.95 0.71

E (MJ) 502.91 19.58 3.52
Out
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L=50 cm L=20 cm L=20 cm

Q 13.56 7.49 2.85

7                        6                        5
qat(J/m2) 1.3 10 2.6 10 4-7 10

qth J/n12) 5.0 10 2.0 10 1.3 10
6             '        6                     6

7                        7
qnRJ/m2) 5.0 10 1.0 10 1.9 106

1,

t     is the time at which all plasma is at a temperature below 1 keV.burn

tqa is the total alpha energy impacting on walls

 qth is ·the total thermal impact on the walls

9qn is the total neutron .energy flux impacting on walls

.

A'
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Appendix V:  Nomenclature

A       Area of dielectric end wall where magnetic piston is formed

(appendix III)

a       Plasma sound velocity (appendix III)

B       Transverse magnetic field Bz

Cm      Plasma .magnetosonic velocity (chapter 2)

E       Energy

e       Electronic charge;  energy per unit volume

f       Burn fraction (chapter 3);  fraction of alpha particle energy

deposited to ions (appendix II)

f       Ratio of reactor inner radius to height1

f       Ratio of reactor outer radius to height2

h       Reactor height

j       Transverse current density j  (chapter 2)-  .

k       Boltzmann constant

L       Distance between walls

2       Characteristic length;  alpha particle track length (appendix II)

m       Particle mass                                                                 ·

n       Number density

P       Fluid momentum (chapter 2);  power per unit area driving shock

(appendix III)

p Pressure (kinetic)                                         ,·

Pwall   System pressure (kinetic and magnetic)

Q       Rate of change of energy (chapter 2);  energy multiplication

(chapter 3)

q       Energy per unit area

-



6,

.:$

r       Radius

S       Particle source function (chapter 2)

S Fractional alpha particle track length (appendix.Ii)

'             T Temperature ...

t       Time

U,V Velocity

V       Relative cell volume (chapter 2)

w       Random number (appendix II)

X       Cell boundary

Y       Cell center

x·       Shock compression ratio (appendix III)                                        1

y       Cell compressibility (chapter 2)

Z       Atomic charge
»

Greek

y       Ratio of heat capacities

n       Transverse electrical resistivity (chapter 2)

0      .Measure of implicitness of difference scheme

        Transverse thermal conductivity

.          A Absorption length

p       Mass density
6

c       Cross-section

r       Characteristic time

E       Lagrangian variable

fnA Coulomb logarithm
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Subscripts

b,B Bremsstrahlung radiation

c       Self-collision;  thermal conduction
4

cl      Classical

D       Deuteron;  Debye;  drift

e       Electron

f       Fusion

g       Gyro-orbit        „

i        Ion

in      Input;  initial

J       Joule heating

n       Neutron

o       Reference

p       Photon

R       DT reaction

s       Shock;  particle species

T       Triton

x       Exchange

z       Atomic charge

a       Alpha particle

.
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